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We'll Be Cookin' With Gas EA;.}Ii.:::::lAnicic= Better Buy Now Or You'll Be
Sorry, Mrs. Bushart Cautions
In 1950, Johnson Tells News
Much improvement is shown in
the condition of E. L. House of
near Fulton who waa. seriously
injured last Thursday morning
when the pickup truck, which he
was r7iding, struck the back end
of a stopped school bus on the
Martin Highway, about a mile
south of Fulton. Mr. House received an injured chest, including
four or five brocken ribs, a head
and an injured hand. The three
children riding on the bus and
the bus driver were not injured.

Admissions To Concert Cannot Be Purchased
"If the plans of Fulton's City Council materialize, and all indicae Tester
tions are that they will, it is not overly optimistic to say that the
Moistur
Grain
After Membership Drive This' Week:
New restaurant placard spot- city will have a franchise to sell natural gas by middle 1950." Ward
Use
Farm
an
of
ThursFor
said
counter
committee
Arrives
gas
the
Campaign Closes On Saturday
ted behind
Johnson, a member of the city's natural
East State Line eatery: "Atten- day Morning.
chairman,
Wright,
E.
Chas.
"It's better to be safe than sorry," or "you'll be so-r-r-ry," is theforks,
Knives,
tion patrons;
- Tentative plans are to have a meeting of the entire City Council
Fulton County ACA, has an- slogan around the headquarters of the Community Concert Series.
shaksalt
and
trays
ash
the
spoons,
on Monday night when the Natural Gas Committee will seek
nounced that the county office campaign these days. As the barometer reaches the quarter way
ers are NOT a medicine—please
the.
of
unanimous approval
has just received a new Stein- mark in the goal to secure members for the concert organization,
don't take them after meals."
lite Grain Moisture Tester. This Mrs. Ward Bushart, campaign chairman reminds interested citiCouncil to proceed with the leg- be able to secure the services of
equipment is to be used in the
This is sort of getting away al requirements to establish and a competent engineering firm at
zens again that there will be NO ADMISSION SOLD TO THE
CCC Loan Program and for any
from the popular theme about secure a gas franchise, to be once. Disposal of all legal techS AFTEM. THE DRIVE CLOSES ON SATURDAY.
farmer who May desire to have CONCERT
not cashing checks. One of the municipally operated. Premises nicalities will then find the City
"Some workers have reported"
tested.
grain
of
kind
any
daughlittle
and
Treas
best we ever saw was up East under which the committee is Council in a position to issue reMrs. Joe
stat- of good music for the city.
Mr. Wright stated that there that persons contacted have
somewhere, which said "Notice: proceeding is to enter into a con- venue bonds to set up the, gas ter, Nancy, are visiting her sisthis ed that they would wait to see
As an incentive to young mu—
This restaurant has entered an tract with the Texas Gas Trans- distribution system. This latter ter Mrs. Boyd Clay and iamily would be no charges for
the names of the artists selected sicians the executive board of
service.
agreement with the bank in mission Company to furnish the action will probably be on the in Hickory, Tenn.
before they buy their tickets," the Fulton Concert Association
whicn they have agreed not to city with natural gas after a pre- agenda of the next City Council,
Mrs. Bushart told the News. voted to award the most proms' serve soup, and in which we have liminary engineer's survey de- which goes into office on Jan"This of course is unfortunate,
agreed not to cash checks."
t h e approximate uary 1.
termines
because persons not buying tickOr the one which says "In God amount of the fuel needed to supIn discussion with officials of
ets this' week, will not be able to
on
we trust—all others cash."
Transmissi
Gas
Texas
the
committee
The
area.
ply this
buy tickets at the door," she emCompany the local committee rephatically admonished.
Before the war ye always got hopes to ratify enough of their
ceived the verbal assurance of
a chuckle out of the outdoor sign proposals on Monday night to W. T. Stephenson, president of
Meanwhile the campaign progwhere it
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1949"
this
Directory,
money." Although
enough memberships to assure concert series. A committee chose
by the city would not in any Industrial
compiled, financed listing 2,289 manufacturers," acbeen painted over, there is one
uay affect the taipayers," Mr. been jointly
Fulton of a first class concert or- two from each of the High
Hubley,
W.
George
to
cording
still
AgriState
which
the
by
there
spot down
ganization. With a goal of 1000 Schools and Junior High Schools
Johnson said. A revenue bond and publishedIndustrial Develop- Jr., A. & I. D. Board director.
our
"If
stating
sign
a
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cultural and
officers
Miss Linda Sue Sams, attrac- issue is self-supporting and ment Board and the Kentucky
Copies are on sale for $2 at the members as the object,
in Fulton and South Fulton.
food makes you sick, there's a
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tains the names of seven manu- Capitol Building,
erly Cursey, Donald Mac Speight„
Hickman County Farm Bureau he continued. "As a matter of facturers: clubs, utilities, etc.
the Kentucky Chamber of ComAmelia Parish and Jerry Atkins.
Fincastle
And while we're on the quali- of 1949 at the close of Fulgham's fact, actual cases show that
George T. Mascott, executive merce office in the
n
From South Fulton: Bobby
ty of food, we might mention an- Annual Community Day held cities owning a gas distributio
Cham- Building, Louisville..
State
the
of
president
vice
Newton, Kay Bowen, James Wil—
other one just posted recently in last Friday. Miss Sarns, a stately system have shown a profit. If ber, stated that "the main purBoth offices report they already
lis Bonds, and Peggy Stoker.
Fulton: "If you think it's hot in brunette was the choice of the the distribution system falLs to pose of the 384-page directory is have a large number of back arAt the "pep" meeting held at
four judges who selected her not make money, it is the responsi- ta promote the sale of Kentucky—, you ought to try our chili."
the Woman's Club on Wednes—
only for her beauty and queenly bility of the bond-holders and made products by listing what
(Continued on Page 6)
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day free memberships were a—
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Mrs. Vernam Owen and Tommy
each week as a gentle reminder last year's queen.
drama department of the Wom- Nall. A box of candy was awardAfter the judging tb midience ish the city with gas, whenever
that it's easier to keep up atan's Club when it meets at the ed to Mrs. Lois Haws.
tendance each week than it is to enjoyed an immensely delightful the requirements are met.
clubrooms on Tuesday eVening.
Members of the Natural Gas
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care for the darn thing seven play entitled "Wild Ginger" a
tudythoef
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days ... although we understand comedy in three acts. The play Committee of the City of Fulton
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concluded the full
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Mrs. Parks Weaks, Parks
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Verthat
and
other
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a
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Paul
(or she) was awarded
eagerly enjoyed by members Davis, Mrs. Ruth Hornbeak,
seen obstacles the plan to secure
non Ov.-en several weeks ago a id tertaining skits.
"See Kentucky First,'' is the nor Earle Clements. Gov. Clem- privileged to see it.
Hornbeak, Miss Myra Smarm.,
along
go
should
conelud•
city
the
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gas
for
had
the
them
members
showed
ju.st when
Edwards, Mrs.
slogan around the Eph Dawes ents
Mrs. Howard
The meeting will be a dinner
smoothly.
ed that it must have hopped in
household these days, because chambers and presented Eph meeting beginning at 6:45 p.m. Kathryn Kearby, Miss Ruth trick.
Powsent
the
Federal
by
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Approval
the
of
and
hamper
letter-head
a
with
recwrong
that
the
Mrs. Joe Gambill, Miss Doris
Eph and Lillie did just
er Commission is only a matter of ently when the two Fultonias tive office, which Eph is collect- with Mrs. Paul Westpheling as Shore, Miss Mary Swan Bushart,
home in someone's laundry bunfor the evening. She will
leader
of
copy
a
Councilman Johnson
routine,
collected
also
Eph
ing.
as
recently
dle, up he came for a 'week's
Mrs. Theo. Kramer, Jr., Then_
took off on a juhnt
fill in the script with drama in
told the News.
stay with Bobby Snow.
Kramer, Jr., Mrs. Theo. Kramer'
of Mr. and Mrs. John Rob- the paper from each newspaper
guests
Japan.
A committee from the .Ctty
EElected county snd coinmunity
Sr., Theo. Krarner, Sr., Mrs.
to see the magnificent office he visited as well as a
Harley Neal and Itkppy Ed- committees responsibleffor local Council composed of Mayer T. T. ertson
At
Mount, E. E. Mount, Mrs. Paul
wonders of this Wonder State. Sample of their letterhead.
wards have advised as that tteir administration
Production Boaz, J. Ward Johnson, G. B.
of
Nanney, Mrs. V. J. Voegli, Mrs_
prepared with a sight-seeing Frankfort they crossed the "Singnext sojurn with said arumal IS and Marketing Administration Butterworth, J. Mansfield Mar- All
J. W. McClanahan, Paul Nanner„,
mind the couple left ing Bridge," which fords the
going to result in a SLturday programs of the U. S. Depart- tin and City Attorney James War- frame of
Fulton with the Robertsons( Mrs. river there.
special of Rabbitburgers.
ment of Agriculture are desig- ren conferred with Mr. Stephen- Robertson is the former Mrs. EfAt Frankfort they were lunchAnyhow, this is one time that nated as "Production and Mar- scn in Owensboro on Monday.
fie Miller, sister of Mrs. Dawes) eon guests of Miss Linnie Lewis,
a rabbit has gotten the best of_ a keting Administration County
Eph's.
and drove over the State in mod- State Librarian, a cousin of
William L. Welch, an employee
, it.
Lion . . . and made him lilt.
and Community Committees," it Nephew Of Local Lady
From Frankfort they went on of the Malco Theatre organizaern style and just as comfortably
regulaamazing
the
in
USDA
see
was revealed
enjoyed the old world wonders to Lexington to
tion for the past 11 years, has arBob Fowlkes down at the South tions issued September 29.
Is Killed In Crash
wonders of the Blue Grass coun- rived in Fulton to assume the
of Kentucky.
Fulton City Hall has suggested
saw
they
manY
The committees were first esAlthough this accouilit of their try. There
managership of the Fulton TheThe sympathies of her many
that we pass on to Tennesseeans
tablished under the Agricultural friends was _extended to Mrs. Leo travels will not be listed in the shrines, historic and scenic points atre. Mr. Welch began his duties Mrs. C. D. Edwards, Mrs. T. IC
the caution that it is positively
and
State
as
well
as
to
interest,
of
Adjustment Administration
here this week, under the Tenar- Winsett, Mrs. M. W. Haws, MrsGreengrass when it was learned chronological order • in which
against State Law to pass a
for local administration that her cousin, Tech. Sgt. Wal- they travelled, it is safe to say National Parks. They visited Ab- ken
Corporation, L. Howard, Mrs. H. N. Strong..
provide
Paramount
OR
ma:
the
from
School bus
Miss Lois Jean Hindman, Mrs.
of AAA programs. In later years ter E. Cosby, 27, was one of the that every minute of every day raham Lincoln National Park new owners of the theatre.
the
,
whil7
direction
opposite
the
H. G. Butler, Mrs. B. G. Huff.
the committees became known as nine Air Force men killed in the was filled with interest and new which comprises 116 acres of
unloading
or
loading
is
vehicle
Welch is a native of Jackson, Mrs. W. L. Holland, W. L. Haw.
land, nearly 100 acres of which
ACP (Agricultural Conservation crash of a C-47 which was found sights to behold.
children. All approaching cap s
veteran with 4 land;
Program) committees. More rec- demolished on the side of Mt.
They visited the incomparable were included in the original Tennessee, a
are required to stop.
Mrs. J. A. Hornbeak, Miss M=-ently the committees were known , Mitchell, N. C., Friday morning. Mammoth Cave National Park Thomas Lincoln farm. Here are years' service, and has worked
Building prior to the war and thereafter tha Smith, Mrs. J. J. Owen, MrsThe point is well to bring home as ACA (Agricultural ConserSgt. Cosby of Washington, D.C. discovered in the early days of situated the Memorial
theand Illinois
Sue Schoe, Mrs. Warren J01111at this time, following a near- vation Association) committees was formerly of Bardwell and Kentucky by a pioneer named housing the traditional Lincoln in Tennessee
Fulton from son,
Miss Willie Belle hiayes,
tragedy this past week in which or just Agricultural Conserva- v,-as the son of Mrs. Earl Cosby Houchin who pursued a wound- birthplace log cabin, the Sinking atres. He comes to
Metrop
at
Theatre
boundary the Drive-In
Fenner
Walker,
Mrs. Glynn
a speeding truck rammed into the tion Committees.
of Chicago and formerly of Hard- ed bear into the cave. Long con- Spring and the ancient
•
Ill.
Heathcock, Mrs. J. E. Hutcherback of a standing bus load of
sidered one of the seven wond- oak which was a landmark at the olis,
in 1947, after the Production wen.
Brown,
Joe
succeeds
fourThe
Welch
son, Mrs. Charles Brann, Mrschildren. While the youngsters and Marketing Administration
He leaves his wife, the former ers of the New World the Dawes time of Lincoln's birth.
several weeks a- Charles Fields, Mrs. J. H. Madalmost miraculously escaped in- was formed in the U.S.D.A. in Miss Reba Page of Bardwell and and the Robertsons took in the some visited Fort Harrodsburg who left Fulton
theatrical management dox, Mrs. Wm. Blackstone, Mrs.
jury, the truck driver was in- 1945, State Committees responsi- one child.
most interesting tours made into and went inside the fort to see go for a
ever position in Arkansas.
George Davis, Mrs. Vernon Owjured, and his vehicle badly torn ble for administration of PMA
The News joins in extending the cave and came out pioneers the first school building
en, Mrs. W. S. Atkins, W. S. AtMrs. of enthusiasm for the unbeliev- built in Kentucky. They visited
up.
to heartfelt sympathies to
programs were changed
Jack kins, Mrs. Ernest Fall, Jr.„ Dr..
David Holloway, Jr.,
Standford, Ky., just for a short
beauties of the cave.
but
s,"
able
.
Committee
PMA
Greengrass
"State
Mrs. N. B. Forrest J. L. Jones, Mrs. Ual
No amount of haste, whatever
While on the trip they went while, so that Eph could see the Tosh, Mr. and
the titles of county and comwas rear- and sons Jimmy and Charlie at- J. R. Hogan, Mrs. Ruth Scott.
the reason, is worth endangering
Mrs. L. V. Brady is visiting her on to Frankfort where Eph and town where his father
committees were left unmunity
tended the Fulton-Murray game Mrs. H. B. Houston, Mrs. Gut
a life.
daughter, Mrs. Lynn Steinke and Lillie were special visitors to
changed.
in Murray Friday night.
(Continued on Page 6)
Irby, Mrs. Norman Terry, Mrs.
offices of Gayers
executive
the
regulation
29
in
Memphis.
September
Mr.
Steinke
The
Elsewhere on J*Miay's front
J. L. Jones, Sr., Mrs. Arch Boacounty
these
designate
officially
apage we are carrying a story
dleston, Jr., Mrs. Norman Terry.
committees as
community
and
industrial
bout Kentucky's-4irst
Gayland Nanney, Mrs. T.
and Marketing AdProduction
and
cores%)
directory (now ofrthe
Burke, Mrs. Gayland Nansey.
and Comon
County
ministrati
little)
how
just how well (fir
Mrs. A. G. Baldridge;
munity Committees7
therein.
d
represente
Fulton is
Miss Mayme Bennett, Joe BeaNational farm programs adinit
think
not
do
we
Frankly.
Sr., Mrs. Warren Graham.
nett,
ins
committee
the
ministered by
cludes all of the manufacturers
Mrs. A. W. McClellan, Warrest
elude the Agricultural Conservato
propose
we
and
in Fulton
Graham, Ray Graham, Mrs. Ray
tion Program, Marketing Quota
gather together several which
Graham, Mrs. Robert Graham,
-'
ProSupport
Price
Program,
child is carefully Mrs. Mace McDade, Mrs. Horton
seem to have been omitted and
a i home and the teachers lay the dy-buddy with the whole she- stride. Each
keeping
the
of
imagine
can
phases
you
If
certain
and
grams,
watched and instructed in sport- Baird, Mrs. Hilliard B gg. Mrs-.
send them in, as suggested. We
work bang.
Federal Crop Insurance Program. swarm of bees under control and foundation for pre-school
To this reporter, whose own manlike play .. . you know, you Charles Payne, Mrs. Ha ry Murwelcome any corrections from
you that is a born to the first grade
then
it,
like
the
of
them
Futmaking
.members
Present
others as to this listing, and will
youngster is not even pre-kinder- mustn't hit Johnny over the head phy, Harry Murphy, Lrs. Maxton County PMA Committee are have partially put yourself in teacher at the Fulton Schools.
a baseball bat as they are well McDade, Mrs. W. R .laghes„,
forward any data given us along
On first arriving at school (the garten age (heavens wish,that he with
chairman, 0.L. the position that Mrs. James WarWright,
E.
Ctias.
Winwere) the work done at the sorta prone to do at that age.
- with what we have.
Mrs. Clarice Thorpe,
Sutton, and W. H. Harrison. Boi.h ren and Mrs. Hendon Wright immaculate basement of the
To see
Mrs. Warren has done substi- frey Shepherd, Dudley Morris.
community PMA find themselves in conducting a Warrens) the children are seat- school is truly amazing.
and
county
Foot-bowl games, like beauty committeemen are elected an- very entertaining and very con- ed at a long table and chairs to youngsters, girls and boys of the tute work in the local schools Mrs. Louis Wealt.
hellion stage, seated around lis- and holds an AB degree in EngStudent tickets: Rice Owen,
contests, are here to stay. Latest nually.
structive kindergarten for pre- perfectly fit their little bodies.
Cissy
tening to stories and then relat- lish. Mrs. Wright has had tre- Norma Owen, Ann
addition to the bowl lists is the
school children. The school start- In gay colors the chairs and the
what they had heard is un- mendous experience in kinder- Murphy, Jackie Edwars, Mari"Clothing Bowl" game, which MRS. ALFORD TO MEMPHIS
Monday of this week, and surroundings are truly diverting ing
on
ed
Elackstone
of canny and revealing. To see them garten work having operated the lyn Butler, Marion
will be played at the new Memon the second day of operation from the normal tendencies
Fultonians will regret to hear things were sailing smoothly a- running wild, pushing, and yell- sit and listen to music, the good school for several years previous- Mary Davis Weaks, Don Wright.
orial stadium at Mayfield in late
November or early December, that Mrs. R. M. Alford, who has long—and we don't mean missies ing. For nearly an hour they sit'habit kind, and then identifying ly.
with.Murray State College ten- been quite ill at the Fulton Hos- flying across the room, either.
while the teachers instruct them the composition, is even more
The two Mrs. W's are doing a
atively named host team. Looks pital, was removed to the Bapcut-out work, the art of good outstanding. All this was accom- wonderful work and for reasons
in
to
en,
according
The kindergart
days with
like they could have changed the tist Hospital in Memphis yester- Webster's
a manners, and most important of plished in two short
Unabridged, is
known only to their own patience
routine a little by calling it the day in a Whitnel Funeral Home school for young children in all the ability to get along with youngsters who had had no prev- and generosity, they say that
ambulance. Het daughter, Mrs. which they are taught by divert- each other. As an example, Mrs. ious formal instruction.
Bowl Brummell.
In the basement are other such several more youngsters can be
Bob Taylor accompanied her.
ing object lessons. It is that to Warren told a News reporter
diverting objects as a bowling enrolled in the full curricula.
If you see Clyde Fields with a
sense, but more real- that a little youngster arrived
the
fullest
CARN16E
and alley, a hobby horse, a tool chest, Call either Mrs. Warren at 141
little more strut to his walk than ELDRIDGE GRYMES
istically ft is a school where on the first day of school
a teddy bear, and anyusual around his service station UNIMPROVED
or Mrs. Wright at 843.
nine and was tremendously shy at meeting a skooter,
at
are
brought
children
desire.
MIT TOWN
at Main and Church streets, it
other youngSters with whom he thing that the youngsters
The many friends of Eldridge released at 11:30 for domestic
fOr
The News nominates the two
will be because the Ashland Gil
had not previously played. The At 11:15 they are released
mothers
to
only
known
reasons
that
know
to
regret
will
Grymes
. the of them for knighthood in the
Sc Refining Company has started
second day of school he arrived fifteen minutes of play .
he continues cue4e ill at the Haws and the teachers. It is a place
kind that gives mothers gray Royal OTTO& of the Kindergarten
work on his new $10,000 supersafe from with a jaunty air, greeted all the
are
children
where
patient.
a
•is
Se
where
HoSpital
.
duper station at the same stand
voungsters with a hail-fellow - hair and a nervous breakdown —or matter's little
friargls,
The News *joins his legion of houesehold hazards for two and
But all these things Mrs.
Clyde tells us it will be finished
hours while well-met attitude, and by tea
precious
one-half
a
him
avishing
for
which is the most honorable.
in
friends
in
Mrs. Warre'n take
and
Wright
budwas
he
10:15
at
time
in slick-looking white glass, and
party
m,rmnie gets the work done at
speedy recovery.
should be completed in 60 days
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One Check... Many Charities
one of the
Last year about this time,
outs who is asked to
hereab
men
gentle
rule
from rat control
_oohed funcis for anything
said: "Something ought to
ms,
unifor
band
to
be done about it."
to be one big
He said: "There ought
take care of any
to
year
every
made
drive
business of drive.
and all organizations. This
my hair, to say
in
getting
is
drive
drive,
nts who are bemercha
nothing of the poor
bute to all
contri
to
daily
almost
Adeged
causes."
thy
kinds of worthy and unwor
he still is.
right
How right be was. How
over, are
Nation
This week, cities the
Communifor
drive
to
tees
commit
zing
organi
sure that the
ty Chest funds. We are not so
ned after
patter
Chest
nity
Commu
a
city needs
a certhe national organization. No doubt
ed for
-mark
ear
are
funds
the
tain amount of
do not
iaational administration, although we
know this to be true.
What we would like to see is a real,
honest-to-goodness, Community Cht, for the
to see
- community of Fulton. We would like
,
representatives from the Boy Scouts the
SoCancer Society, the Crippled Children's
ciety, the P.-T.A. and all and sundry organi
sit
zations who feel a drive coming on, to
around a table and discuss their financial
needs for a year. All possible budgets could
be incorporated in one over-all drive and the
thing would be done with.
We think that this plan would be well
received by solicitors and contributors alike.
A contributor would be glad to give ONE
check for $10 instead of ten checks for ten
dollars eecn.

•
•
to work out
have
would
agency
l
""--- A centra
'the plan. How aciut it, Chamber of Comnaerce.

ul little city in Ncw
as it did in that peacef
.
Jersey
course, the
You remember reading of
annered
mild-m
called
so
case of "Unruh," the
mechanism went
mental
vvhose
man,
young
result thirteen,
beserk one fine day.and as a
tragic and
met
souls
ecting
unsusp
innocent,
reign
short
s
Unruh'
untimely deaths. After
looded "viscold-b
ed
includ
which
of terror,
and killing all
iting" of shops and homes
t, he was apcontac
in
came
with whom he
usual charges.
prehended and arrested on the
examined by
was
he
usual
And just as
varying debrain specialists who returned
cisions of insanity.
No perAll well and good. We concur.
have pre could
body
and
mind
sane
in
son
mediated such wholesale murder.
that
But then comes the startling news
a man and
of
body
the
with
,
maniac
this
ng no laws
mind of a ferocious animal knowi
ted to an
commit
been
has
man,
or
of God
be paroled
institution for the insane, and can
at any time.
The news is enough to shake the founda
pan. How
tion of man's faith in the laws of
people
can a Nation of supposedly intelligent
individual
stand by and permit this hopeless
his
to roam with freedom again in among
have that
neighbors. What assurance do they
will not
some other day, this mental hazard
the
again conjure up in his pitiful mind
about
idea that the community is talking
gun
him once more, and he will again take
"acin hand to seek revenge against his
cusers."
The medical profession, the police auted
thorities and the courts have long advoca
comto
law
al
nation
a
of
ty
necessi
the grave
life.
mitte such offenders to institutions for
benow,
time,
the
is
now
that
It would seem
unifore the newspapers have another opport
to
ty to report such a horrendous incident
alenact the law. Its happened too much
ready.
Remember the case of the Heirens boy
who killed the Degnan youngster in Chicago. A split personality . . . the appearance
of a model student and the mind of a killer.
of
Hundreds and hundreds, nay, thousands
ostensi
where
month
each
sed
cases are diagno
bly petty criminals have revealed the tendencies of maniacs. Yet, they must commit
brutal murders, sex crimes, gorry escapades
before the law can take them into custody.
And then, it isn't too often that they are put
behind bars to ward off second and third

The Little Woman ... Ha
This is National Business Women's Week,
.svbich officially is the annual tribute paid to
working women by the National Federation
. of Business and Professional Wocnen's Clubs.
In reality, it is the annual obserVance that
the little woman pays to herself, for who will
doubt that most every woman is a business
the largest maWOITIall. Statistics. prove that
is in the hands
wealth
's
jority of the Nation
of the lady who ties the apron xi:Pings, the
largest percentage of voting influence is
controlled by yesterday's lavender and old
lace (today's pencil skirt and tailored suit)
and generally the old saying that behind every good man there shadows the inspiration
of a good Woman, is just as new today as it
was when it was coined.
Women have come a long way since the
hoop skirt and bustle. They are making a
way for themselves in politics, finance, and
business. Many of the phenomenal strides
made in the direction of equal rights can be
attributed to the National Federation of
Business and Professional Women_
Nearly every major civic and cultural
organization in the country is represented in
Fulton by a local club. We would certainly
like to see a B&PW club organized here.
It would be a wonderful instrument for women in business here to meet and discuss their
mutual problems, and further to understand
and to know the problems they each face in
what heretohare has been a predominantly
masculine world. The Paducah ChM is anxious to organize a club here as any B8zPW
.club would be to annex more capab/e women to their ranks. In Fulton there i a wealth
of material.
Sometime soon, let's talk it over.
(Ed's note: This editorial is for
the consumption of all regular and
part-time readers of this newspaper,
except /the publisher of the Fulton
County News, whose blood-pressure
soars at the thought of more projects in his household. A club widower, he is.)

There Ought To BeLavi!
We read a bit of news the other day that
has produced in our mind a bit of revo/ting
nausea. It concerned an incident that occurred many miles and many States away
from us, but is just as likely to happen here

offenseg.
The Veterans Administration reveals that
cent of the hospitalized veterans of
per
60
World War II are mental cases. After a
regrateful government has giVen thern the
reare
they
law
by
e(
requir
ation
habilit
le
leased to their families to suffer possib
.
tonSequences
Here in Fulton, fortunately we are not
not
aware of any _such neurotics. But it does
mean that it can't happen here.
There ought to be a national law, stating
specifically that any known individual, diagnosed as having mental disorders of a criminal and murderous nature should be removed from society. The diagnosis can be
definitely .made, vie are told, and the law
should be enacted.
A mighty good project for such groups as
the P.-T.A., the Woman's Club, the medical
groups, et al.

Friendly Relations An Asset
The Fulton Chamber of Commerce has
just ended a season of very worth-while activity, for which we think a well-deserved
pat on the back is in order.
In the past four months the Men from
the C of C have scheduled monthly dinners
out in various communities around Fulton
and besides giving splendid s.upport themselves, they have invited the prominent citizens of the community as their guests for
each occasion.
We haven't met a man who attended one
of these dinners who wasn't delighted at the
opportunity to be there, and we have heard
several say that they hope the procedure will
be repeated next summer, covering four other communities that were not scheduled this
year.
The businessmilln of Fulton need this opportunity to get out in their trade area
(from which they derive considerable business), meet the farmers on their home ground,
talk over farm problems and develop a better understanding and closer friendship with
each man.
The farmers in the communities visited,
in meeting Fulton businessmen, also learn
that they are a friendly and likeable lot,
seeking ways to serve better, work closer
and maintain cordial relations with their
valued accounts throughout the area.
We are solidly behind anything of this
nature that will serve to fuse Fulton and its
trade territry into a common, friendly group.
Therein lies the happiness and prosperity of
Fulton, its primary trading center. -

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by NicFeatters
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Gordon,Somors& Butts

Fred Stogdon and Edward
Payne. both of Bardwell, were
fired on from ambush last Saturc3.ay as they rode on highway 51
near Wickliffe. Police are search-

A pure affection. concentrio, forgetting safe, forgiving wrongs
and forestalling them, should
swell the lyre of human love.
—Mary Baker Eddy.

Get The Message
...Be Refreshed

"I

Ewing Galloway:

ke#duclut 6#t The Ma/wit
a
Kentucky appropriates $4
year per white youth aged 1822 to the state university system as compared with $64 by
Washington State and $59 by
Utah, according to statistics compiled by the University of Tennessee and used by Dr. H. L.
Donovan in his report to the
Governor and Legislature for
1948-49.
The last Kentucky Legislature
voted $4,375,000 for operating
expenses of the University in
1949-50. Tennessee, for the same
period, supports its university
with $6,875,000.
the -close of the war the
,
Since
university has been swamped
with students, a large percentage of the students, of course,
are GI's, but the non-GI enrollment is liar higher than in a normal year. There are not adequate physical facilities to handle the student body, students'
families, and the faculty and
staff. Dr. Donovan says the total population of the university
community exceeds 12.000.
The following is quoted from
the Donovan report:
"Kentuckians are constantly
talking about the value of our
farm products, the tons of coal
we produce annually, and the
goods we manufacture in the
state.

r—

"These are important to our
economic life and we are proud
of the agricultural and Industrial
development taking place in our
state.
"Unfortunately, we seldom
hear anything said about the
harvest of the crop of the graduates of the colleges of our Commonwealth.
"This human material which
we are producing and refining
each year in the educational institutions of KenrUcky exceeds
in value all of the material products of our state."
"These men and women graduating from the institutions of
higher education are going to be
the leaders of tomorrow.
"They will carry on the agricultural, industrial, financial,
educational, political, and spiritKenual affairs of Kentucky.
tucky's future is in their hands
and they will determine the kind
will
order the state
of social
maintain during their lifetime.
"We have said on many occasions that you cannot have a
greater state without a greater
state university.
"Year by year we are developing a greater state university and
the number of graduates of the
University durin4 this biennium
is evidence of that fact."

Bonus) UNDER Al/THORN OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY SY
FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.
1949, The Coco-Cola CoaammY
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Originated in 1937

By JIM MITCHELL

late as January 7 in some southern areas.
There is every indication ot,;.a
fine season. Last winter's irien!ory showed a 12 per cent overall
imiease. Reports from
the U.,S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Ducks Unlimited anJ other
agencies throughout the summer
nestin.; _jai
favorable
showed
many spots.

This is "kick-off" week for the
Our faithful correspondent, Winstead parents, Mr. and Mrs.
nation's waterfowl hunters. Or,
Nettie Lee Copelen oas unable T. J. Griffin of Latham.
living in
at least, sportsmen
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Yates visto write her column this week
border
northern
the
of
some
Butler
Jessie
Mrs.
the
and
of
Mr.
ited
because
City
for Siegel
states and others who can afford
death of her grandmother, Mr& and Susie Mae, of Pilot Oak Suna trek northward will start bangGeorgie Moore, who passed a- day afternoon.
ing at the mallards, pintails and
On October,18th Mike Conovan
way last Tuesday at her home
other popular species of ducks.
will pitch for the Jackson, Tenn.,
near Clinton.
Nathe
against
team
waterfoal
baseball
And before the
The News joins Nettie Lee's
The
reach the comparative safety of
co-workers in extending its tional League All Stars.
of
game will be played at Jackson
the Guf Coast for a winter
sympathies.
and will be a night game.
relaxation, there will be a near
Norma Phillips is attending
constant barrage of shotguns for
MARY NELL PAGE
Bruce's Business School at Marthree months as the birds move
week.
each
and
N.
night
T.
Belew
two
Mrs.
and
Tenn.,
Mr.
tin,
ahead of the wintery blasts. With
son of Hope, Ark., are visiting
October 7th earliest opening date
10-A SECTION
Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore and
under the 1949-50 migratory reNellie Williams
family of Crutchfield. Mr. Belew
as
gulations, gunning is legal
is a brother of Mrs. Moore.
and
Wilson
Joe
and
Mrs.
Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Ruddle visand supper
ited Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Peeler Gary were dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
near No. 9 Lake Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Alexander Werkman and son, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence McClur.•
Files of Kentucky's community newspapers occupy an honored spo
spent the weekend with Mrs.
in the archives of the University of Kentucky library. Here, through
and and son and Mrs. Parker McAlexander's parents, Mr.
use of the library's micro-reader, a graduate student in history studies
Mrs. Harold Alexander of Cry- Clure spent Sunday afternoon in
a microfilmed copy of the Lexington Reporter of January 1, 1814. BeTenn.
Bradford,
stal, Tenn.
cause they form a link with home. Kentucky's community newspapers
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne McClure
'
Mrs. Aubrey Taylor and Mary
also have long been the favorite reading matter of U. K. students.
Nell Page spent Saturday in Pa- and son and Mrs. Parker McClure
spent Sunday afternoon at Mid- I
ducah shopping.
Mr. John Waller, Mr. and Mrs. way.
spent Thirrsday night in Dresden Peggy and „,Bobby visited in!
Mrs. Sam Hutchens honored l with Mr. and Mrs. Jim Caudle.
E. C. Hawkins. Mary Nell Page
Greenfield Synday.
a
and daughter were at Kentucky her daughter, Louise, with
Mr. and Mrs. George Newhill
Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Taylor and
Lake and in parts of Illinois Sun- birthday supper Sunday night.
and Miss Bertha Meacham spcnt
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Choate, Mr. Sunday in Tennessee visiting rel- Joyce spent a while Thursday
day going as for as Harrisburg.
night with Mr. and Mrs. Tommie
Mr. and Mrs. Halton Adams and Mrs. James Alton Choate and atives.
Moore and Mrs. Addie Walston.
and family of Murray, Kentucky daughter and Mr. and Mrs. CecMr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon
Choate and sons spent Sunday I and Larry and Mr. and Mrs. Alspent Saturday night with Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Shortie Vaughan
with Mrs. 011ie Lynch and sons,' len Williams spent Sunday
and Mrs. Paul Cathey.
at of Fulton visited his parents, Mr.
of
Wingo.
Buddy
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Winstead Robert and
Kentucky Lake, fishing.
and Mrs. Beckham Vaughan and
Mr. and Mrs. George Newhill
and Jerry spent Sunday with Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Cannon family, Sunday.
and Sandra of Covington, Tenn.,
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
and Mr. and Mrs. Leon Faulkner
and Mikie of Fulton v;ere Sun- G.. W. Williams were: Mr. and ,
day. dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Neal Williams, Mrs. Len!
Lewis, Joe Lyn and Bobby and I
Mrs. Edwin Cannon and MilX.
Mr. and Mrs. Jom Holt and Mr. and Mrs. Huey Brewington.
Nit-. and Mrs. Edwin Cannon atMr. and Mrs. Arthur T. Hic's !ended singing at Dukedom Sun- had Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hun:
day night.
Gossum and son as their Sunday
Nellie Williams visited her guests.
in
,Lster, Mrs. Walter Flitcraft
l'eru, Ind., last week. Mrs. Flit•
,Taft accompanied Mrs. Williams
For Wood, Cement ;
home to spend a few months
arth her relatives and friends
and Concrete Floors •
here and near Palmersville.
•
;
Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Thompson
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
•
Oscar Thompson in Palmersville.
•
George Weaver, Bob Williams
and Peck Ellagood enjoyed Sat•
urday morning at Kentucky Lake
fishing.
Our deepest sympathy goes to
'Raymond Briskly in the death of
his sister who passed away last
Friday.
•

•

OOOOOO

And it is smart to compare any
duck hunting season with only
the previous year; for when you
start
thinking back to yesteryear's shooting, the picture today
is a far cry from the past.
however,
Wterfowl gunning,
reduced bags
even today with
a
and short shooting season is
sport that ranks second to none.
To sit in a blind and watch the
birds circling a set of decoys er
winging high overhead is a thrill
any
sluplicate in
that's hard
other sport.
It's my hope that the thousands of hunters who take to the

lakes and
marshes get a, tag
a thrill as I do every season -thrill
and doesn't always
CQITle V '1 killing duckes for just
watchira. them is almost as re-

warding.

P.44ISONAL
C. R. Collins and daughter,
Sarah, and Mr. and Mrs. T. J.
Payne of Gretna, Va., and ad's.
Clarence Collins of Murriy,
spent one day last week at the
Kentucky Lake.
Miss Katherine Homra and J
Conroy have returned to Lot,sville after a weekend visit to her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. K. Boma.
Mrs. Jean Poe of Chicago is 1.,e
guest of her son, Dr. J. A. Poe
and family on Pearl street
Kindnes in ourselves is t
honey that blunts the string
unkindness in another.—Landor.
To cultivate kindness is a valuable part of the business of life.
—Johnson.

MEN'S HORSEHIDE siCKETS
95
•Extra Full Cut cp‘
•Full Rayon Lined
•Adjustable Slc.•:,.Y
•Zipper Front
•26-Inch Length .

Made of soft, supple horsehide . . . with bi-swing
front with two side pockback and half belt.
e.s and two zipper cigcrc e pockets. Extra full
!hit collar shield. Will
anti
cut. Full rayon lining
not scuff or peel. Brown in sizes 36 to 46.

MEN'S GOAT SKIN JACKETS ...

It's Straight Whiskey

Cossack style with zijiper front and belted back.
Tw o slash pockets. Warmly lined nith colorful plaid
i.laterial. Will stand long, hard sear.
$1335
.,c.'wn in sizes 36 to 46

It's KY. Whiskey . .
It's ALL Whiskey . .
ITS . . . .

BOYS' GOAT SKIN JACKETS ...

•

•

I

Men's Heavyweight All Wool

PLAID JACKETS

DUKEDOM RT. 2

FIFTH
Favorite Store

ts

'19

Happy's liquor Store
"West Kentucky's Newest and Most Modern"

Yes, Prices Reduced

OLD FORESTER
•

BOTTLED IN BOND

Fifths

Pints

6.10

100 PROOF

2 Pints
1
/

1.95

3.85

EARLY TIMES
90 PROOF

4 YEARS OLD

"---4)1L11
rORESTEI
6.1 .......

•••C•••,
••••••• I. 48

Fifths

4.50

Pints

2.85

I/2

Pints

1-▪45

Miss Joyce Taylor, Cor.
We are glad to see the sun
shine after such a rainy week as
we had last week.
Mrs. Tennie House visited Mrs.
Wilma Williams on Tuesday of
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Taylor were
the guests of Mrs. Pearl Cooley
in Fulton Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Nat Casey, Betty
and Junior spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Leon McBee of
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Rube Stanfield
are visiting their daughter, Mrs.
James Lynch and Mr. Lynch of
near Clinton.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates
called on Mr. and Mrs. John
It's isasy to mak* your floors look
like now with florhidis, thsi tough,
Yates Sunday afternoon.
•lastic, w•ar-r•sistant Floor
Mrs. Rube Stanfield was the
no rho way It
Enansol.
guest of Mrs. Oliver Taylor
works, tho way It looks and boot
Thursday afternoon.
of all Ph. way It lasts. Coins° in
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence French
9 durable colors, Block and White.
and Jerry were the guests of Mr.
$5.15 Gal.
and Mrs. T. C. House Sunday.
Sunday vi,sitors of Mr. and
Mrs. J. P. Owen and girls were:
FULTON PAINT &
Mr. and Miler Chester Owen of
GLASS COMPANY
Sedalia arid Mr. and Mrs. Hermey RobiLLIs of Mayfield.
Phone 909
210 Church St.
Mr. and..Mrs. Quitman Casty,

11•
111 IF
111 1111 11 11 ar
MI a a it AI B. It M. .11. B.

•••

KY. TAVERN
BOTTLED IN BOND

Fifths

5.90

Pints

3.70

100 PROOF

% Pints

1.90

We Carry A Large and Complete Line Of:
FINE WINES — LIQUORS — CORDIALS
IMPORTS — SCOTCHES
JANIES LONG

HAPPY HOGAN

WRA Y WARD

Located on Church Street
Across From Andrews Jewelry Store
FULTON, KENTUCKY

Men's Styles

$695

Popular woosack style ',IS belted Mel
and rinner front. Two monis olash pocket.. and einoer ele•rette Docket. 1% ell mad*
rar. Bold DWI
for worm. comfortable
brown.
WY<
0,7161 In red.
le
sa
44.
$1.11

BOYS' WOOL JACKETS

$4,95
For warm, comfortable wear,
here's a budget priced jacket .
made of 100% all wool. Zipper
front, belted back and two slash
pockets. Colorful block plaid patterns in brown, blue, green and
red. Sizes 6 to 16.

WARM ALL-WOOL MACKINAWS
Boys'Sizes

Men's Sizes

FOR YOUR FALL SEEDING

•

— See Us For —

••••••••

ee=e'r±re_
•`.•
...wo we.=
_

ere's the ideal jacket for rugged wear. COP':c•k
yle made of genuine goat skin . . with zipper
• ant. Pleated back has belt. Adjustable sleeve
$995
lengths. Full lined for added warmth.
Brown in dies 6 to 16

•

Cream of Bourbon

•••••110
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Ky. 31 Fescue, certified and uncertified; Ladino
clover, certified znd uncertified; Red top, orchard
grass, rye grass, red clover, blue grass. _
Barley, wheat, winter turf oats, Balboa Rye.
alfalfa, crimson clover.
2V PHOSPHATE AND MIXED FERTILIZERS

slash
Double breasted styles with two side pockets and two
Expertly
pockets for men and boys. All around belt.
and long
made of 100% all wool matertal ... for warmth
Choose
sports.
winter
and
fall
for
Excellent
service.
brown.
from bold plaid patterns in red, green, blue or
46.
to
36
sizes
men's
16;
to
6
sizes
Boys'

BUY ON OUR LAYAWAY PLAN!
NO EXTRA CHARGE ...
NO INTEREST ADDED!

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
PHONE 620

409 COLLEGE ST.
Custom Seed Cleaning
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Custom Grinding and Mixing
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The Woman's Page
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FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY
Phone 909

Free Pick-up and Delivery Service.

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME
408 Eddings Street

Ralph Breeden

Ann Whitnel
Licensed Funeral Director

Apprentice _Funeral Director

PHONE 928

ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,

MRS. LOONEY
HOSTESS TO
BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs. Charles Loone-Sk entertained the members of her bridge
club Thurklay evening at her
home in Country Club Courts.
Following several progressions
Airs. Eugene Hoodenpyle receiv<.d high score prize.
The hostess served lovely rereshments to Mesdames: Hoodenpyle. Jack Burton, C. E. Benedict, Jr., Russell Johnson, Eugene Waggonei:, Wallace Ashby
:aid Miss Virginia Howard.

P. C. Jones,

Embalmer.
Licensed Funeral Director and
•

For Ambulance Service Day or Night

PHONE 88
er of:
Contract Funeral Home for, and Memb
l Association, Ina
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Buria

SPOTS!
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MODERN
BY MOST
PARISIAN
METHODS AT
spots are removed
Soup to dessert
ods at Parisian!
by scientific meth
tackle each spot
Spotting experts
and technique.
with proper'care

served
afternoon. The hostess
cold drinks during the games.
Members playing were Mesdames: Hill, Mel Simons, Rupert
Stilley, C. L. Maddox, B. O. Copeland, N. T. Morse and Robert
Graham.

Kentuckians contributed a total of $76,129.37 to the_Emergency
Drive for the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis according to a report issued today
by Mrs. Inez K. Ligon, secretary
of the Kentucky Chapter.
The drive was conducted during 'September to supplement
which
March of Dimes funds
were depleted due to the heavy
incidents of infantile paralysis
this year. Mrs. Ligon said a check
for the full amount had been sent
the National Foundation.

PARISIAN
Laundry & Dry Cleaners

TAYLOR'S

Dependable,
Good Quality
9 CHURCH ST.
0N
0
FuLT1
PHONE 183

MRS. JOE FLY
ENTERTAINS
BRIDGE CLUB
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ton Irving.
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gan Omar
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The hostess served a lovely sal- little son, Lee and Miss Lola
ad plate at the close of games. Homra have retwned from a visMembers playing were: Mrs. it to relatives in Meeker and
Alahan, Mrs. Omar, Mrs. Homra, Tulsa, Okla.
Mrs. Clyde Williams, Jr., Mrs.
Mrs. Fred Carden left Sunday
Vyron Mitchell, Mrs. Clyde Hill,
Airs. Joe Treas and Misses Andy night for Chicago to attend the
De:Oyer, Ann Godfrey and Mary bedside of her husband who is a l
Homra.
patient in the I. C. Hospital. Mr. i
n will underwent a major
Carde
MRS. ROBERTS
HONORS WITH
operation Wednesday.
DESSERT BRIDGE
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hostes
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bridge complimenting the mem- after a weekend visit to Mrs.
bers of her bridge club and one J. E. Hutcherson on Arch streei.
euest, Mrs. Charles Andrews,
Miss Mary Ellen Mischke has
Thursday afternoon at her home
on Jackson street.
returned to her home in Paducah
Games of contract were en- after a weekend to Miss Carolyn
joyed during the afternoon. Mrs. Roberts.
Don Hill was high scorer for the
?atronize our Advertisers!
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Only

Memory Lives
In Pictures
For yourself,
for your family,
for your friends
. . . a picture
says more than
a thousand
v,,ords!
5Iake an Ap
point Today.

Gardner's Studio
212 Commercial
Phoise 693

Fulton

WRECKER AND
GARAGE

SERVICE
24-HOUR
Phone 293

DAY OR
NIGHT

DAY OR
NIGHT

HAINLINE'S
EAST STATE LINE

FULTON, KY.

drinkSet your sights for compcmionable
proof
93
l
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try
to
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Bond & Lillard! You'll enjoy the friendly
.
flavor of this hospitable Kentucky bzcmd

PERSONALS
C.W.O. and Mrs. Claude Muzzy have returned to their home
in Ft. Dix. N. J., after a weeks
visit to Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Hutcherson.
Mrs. Edward Pugh is doing
nicely at her home on Walnut
,treet after an appendectomy at
Fulton Hospital.
Mrs. J. E. Hutcherson and
guest Mrs. Claude Muzzy spent
Monday with friends in Memphis.
Mrs. Laura Browder is a patient in the Fulton Hospital.
C. P. O. and Mrs. F. A. Boaz
of San Diego, Calif., are the guest
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard Brown on Vine street.

DO YOU NEED
510TOR REBUILDING?
GENERAL REPAIRS?
BATTERY SERVICE?
510TOR TUNE-UP?
—Let—

WILSON'S GARAGE
cio it for you.
Paschall St. (Martin Fli-wey)
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 332-J

GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
-CORP., NEW YORK, N. Y. • 65%
NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS

R. C. Pickering has returned
from Chicago where he visited
Fred Carden a patient in the I.C.
I Hospital.
Miss Ola Niaddox of Nashville,
spent the weekend with his
mother. Mrs. A. G. Maddox on
!
Cedar street.

95%
of all hauling jobs
can be done,rith
Cheiirolet
Advance-Design trucks

Mr. and Airs. Eddie Engle artzl
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ilLtORAAN COMPANY
Bill TILIPI4ONI AND

• EXTRA COMFORT
• EXTRA SCENIC BEAUTY
• EXTRA CONVENIENCE

by

GREYHOUND

Autumn-painted scenery
. mild, crisp weather . „
uncrowded hotels and resorts — all combine to
make Fall the ideal Take.
a-Trip Time. And it's so
easy, so convenient, so low
in cost by comfortable
-nd SuperCoach.
•$ .95
Murray, Ky.
1.00
Paducah
3.75
▪
Bowling Green
6.90
Lexington
3.30
St. I.ouis
6.70
Columbia, Mo.,
2.30
Nashville
2.50
Memphis
BAB
New Orleans
Plus IL S. Tax
(Big extra saving on round trips)

UNION BUS STATION
4th and Carr

Phone 44

In 95% of all hauling jobs,
Buyer preference shows that
-Design truck that will
nce
Adva
olet
there's a Chevr
ly ... for more years ... at
serve you more satisfactori
the Chevrolet truck line—
of
range
less cost. The wide
models up through specialty
from smart panel delivery
ers—means you get a truck
carri
-duty
equipped heavy
the load, all the way up
specifically designed to carry
t. Se* us today—buy
weigh
le
vehic
:a 16,000 lbs. gross
for your job.
right
just
the ChAvrolet truck that's

ADVANCE-DESIGN TRUCKS
M SPitING

ENGINES • DIAPHRAG
Foaturing VALVE-IN-HEADTRANS
MISSIONS • HYPOS') REAR

CLUTCH • SYNCHRO-MESH
BRAKES • WIDE-SASE WHEELS
AXLES• DOUBLE-ARTICULATED
• BALL-TYPE STEEMING •
• ADVANC5-1)KEIGN STYLING
UNIT-DESIGN BODIES
TNAN THE NUT nvo MAKES C0111111111111
PItIPElltEll BY SOH

Y
CITY MOTOR COMPANPhon
e 38

110 Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.
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The Woman's Page
PRONE 826

ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,

Fulton Woman's Club Enjoys
First Meeting Of Year Friday
The Fulton Woman's Club opened its 1949-50 season Friday afternoon in the club room on Walnut street, with more than one
taundred members and several
guests present
Mrs. Eldridge Grymes, presi-

dent, greeted all present and led
in the reading of 'A Collect for
Club Women." The president was
assisted by the Secretary, Mrs.
M. T. Calliham in conducting the
business meeting when reports
were given by the treasurer, Mrs.

CHILDREN'S WEARTOTS

TO

TEENS

MICKEY BOY

TOP COATS
Donble-Breasted, all-wool
gabardine, Sizes 3 to 6.

$9.98 to $12.98

THE BUDGET SHOP
PHONE 1

204 LAKE STREET

Paul Boyd and the librarian
Mrs. John Daniel.
A special guest of the,club was,
Mrs. J. C. Brann, of Oklahoma
City, a past president of the
Woman's Club, who spoke briefly of her pleasure in being presshe
ent with the club which
helped to organize.
Miss Mary Martin, program
chairman, presented a most en-.
joyable program, "A United Nationg—Festival." Part one consisted of several songs of Nations
by Misses Ann McDade, Cissy
Murphy, Nancy Wilson, Ann Latta, Carmen Pigue, Nell Speight
Rebecca Hardin and Amelia Parrish, in native costume. They
were accompanied by Mrs. M. W.
Haws. The stage decorations were
by John Austin.
In the second part of the proas
gram, Jerry Atkins served
moderator for the panel discussions on ''The Achievements of
the United Nations" by Misses

PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER ANY DOCTORS
PRESCRIPTION ANYWHERE IN THE CITY

AIRS AND PARKE DAVIS PHARMACEUTICALS
We carry a complete line of Veterinary Supplies
Hog Cholera --- Swine Erycipelas --- Mixed Bacterin Serum
You Are Invited To Come In And See Our New Store
And Look Through Our Lending Library.

W. E. JACKSON

2 Registered
Pharmacists

Former Owner of
Owl Drug Store

KATE FOY

Located Back of Rushton's Cafe on Martin Highway

FULTON PHARMACY
Phones 40 and 370 '

a spot on earth where Nature
Lynn Taylor, C. J. Bowers, J. S. Concrete blocks.
Nor- seems to have concentrated all
415
Inc.,
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Ice
Fulton
l'AcKeen
Pope and Miss Lena
man. Empl. 10-M., 1-F., Total 11. her bounties."
Ice.
SCOTT
MRS. RUTH
JANUARY
Fulton Publishing Co., 400 CONVENTION IN
HOSTESS TO THE
L. Doc Cassidy, Secretary of
2-F., Total
7-M.,
Empl.
St.
Main
GUILD
%WESLEYAN
Kentucky Association of
9. Commercial printing, daily the
Mrs. Ruth Scott was hostess to
Fairs and Horse Shows, announcnewspaper.
First
the
of
annual conthe Wesleyan Guild
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co., 410 ed that the second organization
Methodist Church Monday night
that
Street. Imp]. 10-M., 1-F., vention of
Main
Line.
State
West
Thursday and
at her home on
Total 11. Soft drinks, principal- would be held
Mrs. Frances Bugg, chairman, ly Pepsi-Cola.
Friday, January 5th and 6th. at
and
order
to
meeting
Louisville, Ky.
called the
Henry I. Siegel Co., Inc., Fourth the Brown Hotel,
the Lord's Prayer was repeated St. Empl. 58-M., 355-F.,
Total
in unison. During the business 413. Men's and boys' cotton work
FRED CARDEN VERY ILL
session it was voted for the Guild
Word was received here yespants.
to sponsor the Silent Church.
terday by friends of Fred Carden
Mrs. Erlene McKinnon gave
that he is very ill in a Chicago
See Kentucky ...
the interesting Bible lesson.
hospital.
The hostesses served refresh(Continued from page one)
Carden, whose home is on
.ments to eleven members.
Fourth street, underwent an oped. The only souvenir that Eph eration fo- cancer in Chicago last
UNEEDUS GROUP
could get was a blank check from 'Tuesday.
MEETS MONDAY
the Bank of Standford.
horse
OCTOBER 10
They saw Bluegrass
Lt. and Mrs. Roy. Brottian and
The Uneedus Group of the farms,"My Old Kentucky Home," sons, Ralph, Bobby and Roy. Jr.,
met Liberty Hall, Kentucky Palisades Mrs. James Brewer of Mayfield,
First Methodist Church
Monday night in the Church par- and and a score of other things in Mrs. R. M. Vaughn, Mrs. John
a sight-seers paradise.
lor with 30 members present.
Cannon and Mrs. Cantie Felts of
souvenirs the Water Valley spent Sunday with
a
the
Among
The meeting opened with
a
1.vere
back
business
Dawes' brought
song, followed by the
Mrs. Bettie Ford and Robert.
session presided over by Mrs. grape shot and a bullet used in Mrs. Brottian s the former Virammunition
musket,
War
Civil
a
Homer Wilson.
ginia Ford of this city.
ago.
Mrs. Harold Holladay present- used more than 100 years
Jane White, Betty Jean Gordon,
Dr. Mary Frances Poe has reof
their
end
the
to
coming
In
Patsy Merryman, Betty Bucking- ed an interesting program. The
much like turned to her home Chicaga afham, Tommy Nall and Wendell Bible study was given by Mrs. journey they felt
"I have ter a short visit to her Orothei.,
Norman. These high school stu- Milton Exum assisted by Mrs. Daniel Boone, who said:
never found but one Kentucky— Dr. J. A. Poe and family.
dents showed that they are well I Howard Strange.
informed on this subject- and
the
During the Social hour
helped carry out the club's idea hostesses, Mrs. Leo Greengrass,
eduan
program
of having each
Mrs. Grady Vardin and Mrs.
cational experience.
Smith Brown served a lovely
sandwich plate and coca-colas•
MRS. NIOONEYHAM
CIRCLE
HONORS
EASTERN STAR
NUMBER FIVE
HOLDS MEETING
First
the
of
TUESDAY NIGHT
Circle Number Five
afMonday
Baptist Church met
The order of the Eastern Star
,f Fulton Chapter 41 met Tuesday
e o
in
.
ternoon a
-sevwith
Mooneyham
Mrs. Luke
night at 7:30 at the Masonic Hall.
en members and two visitors,
Following the regular 4siness
R.
J.
Mrs.
and
Austin
Allen
Mrs.
routine, presided over by the
Cullun present.
new Worthy Matron, Mrs. Virgil
MI
The meeting was opened with Davis, three candidates were inand
Mooneyham
itiated into the order with the
prayer by Mrs.
a short business session follow- , new officers participating for the
I first time. The candidates 1.vere
ed.
Mrs. T. T. Boaz gave the pro- Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Cardwell
gram, assisted by Mrs. John and Al T. Owe'ns.
After the initiation refreshDawes and Mrs. Mooneyham.
The Scripture reading was from ments 1.vere served.
Ephesians. Chapter One 1-10 verses, f011owed by prayer by Mrs. VICTORY HOMEMAKERS
TO N/EIET WEDNESDAY
Austin.
The Victory Homemakers Cluishort Sleeves, All Colors
During the social hour delicwill meet at the Palestine Com•ous refreshments were served.
Regular $2.98 Values
jr)
i
1P
(4
Ocon
Wednesday
House
munity
The next meeting will be with
tober 19 at 10 o'clock.
Mrs. N. T. Morse.
The selPction of lamps and
shades should make a very inLOTTIE MOON
teresting lesson. All members are
CIRCLE MEETS
urged to be present,
WITH MRS. WATTS
Regular SI.49 Values;
The Lottie Moon Circle of the
‘
(iay Colors
F,irst Baptist Church met Mon- Seven Industries . . .
..
day night in the home of Mrs.
,corn page one)
(Continue'
.
Kenneth Watts in Union City.
Mrs. WAtt% a tormer member, ders which accumulated follov.sing
to
Union
has recently moved
an announcement some' time ago
City.
that the directory would be on
The meeting opened with pray- sale early this month.
er by Mrs. Charles Looney, who
Following are the Directory's
Regular S2.98 Values!
also presided over the busiress listings for Fulton. The Agrisession.
cultural and Industrial DevelopSizes From 12 to II
Mrs. Sterling Bennett, pro- ment Board at Frankfort should
or
any
inof
additional
an
be
notified
presented
gram chairman,
teresting program. Mrs. Earl incorrect listings.
FULTON: 1940 population 3.Collins dismissed the meeting
308, located in Fulton County on
with prayer.
were Li. S. 45 and 51. southeast of
refreshments
Lovely
served to twelve members and Hickman, the county seat.
Regular $2.98 Values
Business Organizations: Cham!
cne visitor, Miss Mariam Watts.
ber of Commerce, Lions Clubs,
Assorted Colors; Sizes 32 to 3g
Rotary Club.
THE EAST FULTON
Several Styles!
Transportation: Railroad—I. C.
CIRCLE MEETS WITH
Bus and truck.
MRS. MACE McDADE
Utilities: Electric-Inter-connectThe East Fulton Circle of the
First Methodist Church met Mon- ed Kentucky Utilities Co., Inc.
Flannelette
Flannel
day afternoon with Mrs. !Mace Water—Deep well and filtered
surface, Municipally owned.
McDade in Highlands.
.
Bank
City
National
Banks: The
Mrs. Grace Griffin, chairman.
presided over the meeting. Mrs. and Fulton Bank.
Newspapers: The Fulton Daily
Lynn Taylor read the minutes of
Regular $2.914
(Daily) ;The Fulton
Assorted Colors;
the last meeting and Mrs. 1. H. Leader
1
Read gave the treasurer's re- Ccunty News (Weekly).
Solid Colors,
Ideal for tall
Manufacturers: Browder Millport and reported that a 5150 had
,
:j7Ps 16, 17, 18
been collected up to the present ing Co., Inc., State Line. Empi.
and F:iriy Winter
45-M., 1-F., Total 46. Flout, corni
time on the pledge.
pellets)
and
(mash
feeds
meal,
inan
gave
Mrs. C. L. Gardner
,
.
teresting article from Methodist and corn shelling.
Co.,
Bottling
Coca-Cola
Fulton
was
lesson
Bible
Woman. The
given by Mrs. Irene Boaz and Inc., Jackson Street. Empl. 6-M.,
II
was in the form of a round table O-F., Total 6. Bottle Coca-Cola.
Fulton Concrete Block Comdiscussion. She was assisted by
and $3.98 Values
Reg.
$2.98
Mesdames: Griffin. Ernest Bell, pany. Empl. 4-M.. O-F., Total 4.
Assorted Colors, Smart New Styles'

4iiii-ouncitet • • • •

Mr,

GooD oLD _ FAsmoNED

BARGAIN DAYS
Friday saturday

, at THE LEADER STORE

.4‘.(,-,/ ALL-WOOL SWEATERS - 198
I
.
if,„,

SILK HEAD SCARFS

100

PRINT DRESSES 198
SILK BLOUSES

,

9

PAJAMAS

GOWNS

98

98

98

WOOL FAILLE SKIRTS

•

Ed \
Fla ,

•SinniesuaSIBINAIMUSIM

Our Appointznent As Sales Representatives For

20% GRANULATED

LINCOLN and MERCURY
AUTOMOBILES

PHOSPHATE

Vv'e are pleased to announce that these two fine cars will
now be available in Fulton. See them on display . . . NOW . . .
at our location!
We will continue, of course, to offer a good selection of
used cars of all makes, in all price ranges, and we invite the
public in to see us at any time. Get our trade-in prices!

and 25% POTASH

BATHROOM SETS 198
2 Pieces, Cover and Rug; Pastels
and D'arks in fluffy Chenille, reg 2.98

BED SHEETS

198

Full 81 x 99 Size
128—Count Quality

ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF

FERTILIZERS

r-7::'" ,Ir'
- 4P,

1 1
.:,,,4,H

,o4110

Chenille Bed

SPREADS
Full Bed Sire! Fluf fy, Full bodied chenille; assorted colors and patterns.

Immediate Delivery

i

,--

>
.
Z

9 .. 7,
e...

I

..

I

"".=-.....
Artni

Se=

HOLLOWAY'S USED CARS
East Fourth Street

Fulton

Phone 478

CITY COAL COMPANY
PHONE 51

THE LEADER STORE
434 Lake St.

Fulton

1949

re Nature
itrated all

IINUARY
cretary of
:dation of
announcinual con:ganization
isday and
ind 6th, at
isville, Ky.

:RY ILL
here yesred Carden
a Chicago

Friday, October 14, 1949
Edwin Whitnel of Indian Rock,
Fla., is the guest of his mother,
Mrs. R. C. WI:IL-tel.

picture
your rooms
PAPERED WITH

IED
fair-priced
guaranteed
PERIAL
cazage&
WALLPAPERS

T
loo
Fulton Paint
& Glass Co.
210 Church St..
Phone 909

te

WE HAVE the very latest books
in our rental Library. Rate
15c for 3 days--3c to 5c for
each day thereafter.
Hornbeak and Holland Firestone
Store.

-00D lockers availATTENTION Farme,rs and Lum- FROZEN F
able; $13 year. 'DeMyer Marberman. We are now in the
ket, Phone 118.
market for several, thousdnd
all white Split Hickory Handle
WE HAVE- just received a new
Blanks. Sizes 17, 18, 19 and 20
supply of wrapping and packinches long by 2 inches square.
age materials for home freezSee us now for grades, and
ers. Bags, cups, pint, quart
prices. Will also buy all white
boxes and etc. Paul Nailling
Hickory logs, 42" long. ClinImp. Co., Fulton. Ky.
ton Hickory Handle Blank Div.
-- LaPierre-Sawyer Handle Co.,
SEE THE NEVV
Clinton, Ky. (near Sales Barn)
Chrysler and Plymouth now on
Leo Wheatley, manager.
display at the KING-MOTOR CO.
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard We have for sale the following:
and autornatic models, $124.95 reconditioned and guaranteed:
and up. Sales and service.
USED CARS
Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
1936 Chevrolet
$175.00
Fulton. Ky.
1937 Dodge 2-door
$275.00
WE REPAIR. rebuild or make 1938 Dodge 4-door
$375.00
any kind of woodwork; frames 1938 Plymouth 4-door
$395.00
doors, boats, cabinets, etc. 1946 Chevrolet 2-door $1095.00
Bruce Woodwork Shop, Lake -1946 Ford • •
$1095.00
street extension, Fulton.
Super Deluxe 2-door.
$1195.00
I SHARPEN DISC blades, mow- 1947 Ford
er blades, any kind of edged Super Deluxe 4-door.
tools: Repair clocks, sewing SEE THESE GOOD USED CARS
BEFORE YOU BUY
machinev. lawn mowers, gas
motors, guns of any kind and
KING MOTOR CO.
numerous other things.
1 I Carr Street .
Phone 1267
Leonard Holland. Located rear
of Laird-Gossum welding shop, FOR SALE: 25 or 50 skirts; 25 or
Fulton.
50 coats; 50 or 60 pairs of shoes- 75 or 100 dresses ready to go
AUTO GLASS installed while
15 or 25 over-coats ready to
you wait. Satisfaction guaranto sell.
BRUCE'- SECOND
teed. Fulton Paint and Glass
HAND STORE. Off of 4th Ext
909.
Phone
Co.
Across from the Orpheum
Show.
FOR SALE: Filling station with
paint and body shop, garage, NOTICE: I will make buttongrease room and wash room.
holes at my home. Phone
Located in Fulton on highway.
13374. Mrs. Covella Arnold.
tocttion ob# of 04'beit: Can
be financed by right persob.
WANTED: White couple without
H. L. HARDY.
children to care for elderly
lady. Phone 284, Fulton, Ky.
CABLE CONSOLE PIANO
New 1950 Model Style 105, initial I
showing now. Only $595 and the I
only 40 inch console piano of its
grade shown in America at less
than $700. See fhis sensational
value now. Light enough for 2 ladies to carry. Full 88 note. You
may trade in any type piano and
use on budget payment plan.
SHACKLETON'S
Music Center of the South
812 Broadway
Next to Irvin Cobb Hotel
Paducah, Ky.

Now that the land is being
cleared of crops like corn and
tobacco, it is time for farmers to
complete the conservation practices listed when they signed up
in the 1949 Agricultural Conservation Programo advises Chas.
E. Wright, chairman of the Fulton County Production and Marketing Administration Committee.
Among the conservation prictices which can be carried out in
the 1949 ACP are: application of
limestone, raw rock, and superphosphates, seeding of permanent pastures, and winter cover
crops.
Besides, farmers do not need
to wait until January 1 to begin participation in the 1950
ACP. Small grain cover crops

Hints on Wine Cookery
Certain dishes are better if the wine is
added to the raw food, so .e are better
flavored when the wine is added to th(
partially cooked ingredients. In other
dishes the wine is added just before serving. SOaking the meat oVernight in wine
with herbs and spices tailed a marinade.
As the food cooks, the alcohol evaporates
and only the delicate flavor of the wine is
left which blends with the food. Another
simple way to improve a dish is to serve it
with a wine flavored sauce.

ARMY SURPLUS
The Regular Army M-1
Field Jacket. Slightly used
and PRICED TO SELL AT

$425

TRY THIS RECIPE!
BAKED FISH WIN OYSTERS
4 fillet; af fish

/
1
2 cup Sherry

teaspoon mixed powder- ' cup Port
ed mace and mnrjeram
eur tomato sauce
I teaspoon parsley, minetd • slice lem9n
I2

Forrester's Shoe Shop
FULTON, HY.

204 MAIN STREET

'2teaspoon salt

' 7:n t 0ySierS

Mix the crumbs, herbs, sz:
pepper, spread this
mixture over the fish fill.greased shallow baking dish. Pour the wine an t c tomato sauce. in the.
dish, and set it in a moder
(375 degrees F.) to
bake, uncovered, for 30 ni
Baste fish frequenUy
with thc liquid in the pan. All the oysters for the
last 10 minutes of cooking, m.x;r.g well with the sauce.

HOT

PIT
Bar B-Ok

fost Complete Stock

Delicious Sandwiches:
Hamburgers
Hot Dogs
Home-Made Chili

In West Kentucky

442 Lake Street

Curb serrice
Large parking lot
Opposite 0, K. Laundry

gydoe,Z--./
-= LEONARD'S

RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP Open till 11: p.m.

/..1 tea-moon black pepper

3-4 cup bread crumbs

BAY HINTER, Owner
'7TM:

New 1949 ELECTRIC RANGE
7eareacc;cr

Ihrlettelani Paym•ati A vonebe

OTHER GREAT 1949
LEONARD RANGES
...I ON% 50,

She'll Lay Her Best

$1-99.95

0
YOU GET ALL 13,1S:

on Sov.ila States
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gmsammook

FOR SALE: flabby Buggy. Good
condition. See at 106 Jefferson
St. or call 1270-W. Fulton.

WRIGHT IN ADVICE
ON FARM PRACTICES

Page 7

established this fall are included in the 1950 prograin.
vaintadl w
one
n athbapt
toatetrherensaotnir
itsitsoi!1
protected and built up for future abundant production to
meet the needs of an increasing
population Mr. Wright said. Every farmer has an obligation to
the country to protect its land ,
and water resources. The ACP i
makes it possible for him to dis- I
charge this obligation.
By providing assistance in getting essential conservation practices carried out, the nation is getting this vital job done by the
most economical, efficient, and
timely method yet devised. This
assistance is the "push" that puts
into effect on the individual
farms of the country the research
education, and demonstration
work of the U.S.D.A. More than
three million farmers in the nation are participating in, this
program.

QUICK SERVICE Launderall;
your washing beautifully done
in one hour. West State Line,
Phone 156.

MIMEO=

3RE

FOR SALE: Certified vigo seed
wheat.
DAVID GRAHAM.
Clinton, Ky. Phone 2383.

FOR SALE: 52" International
Harvester combine, bought new
last year, operated about 14
days, excellent condition, has
motor, would cost new about
$1500 will take $1150. See J. L.
SECOND HAND clothes; assortJONES. Fulton, Ky.
ed
line; bargains. Bruce
Woodwork Shop, Lake Street
HOSPITAL BEDS, fracture beds,
extension, Fulton.
wheel chairs, WALKERS for
rent. Geo. Backer, Paducah, KY.
CALL ELIZABETH WARD, 1167
for Christmas Cards, plain or RUG BINDING: Paducah Servimprinted, and everyday greetice Co. 2723 Tennessee, Phone
ing cards.
5118. Paducah, Ky.

Poe has reChicagq afler brother,
ily.

[98

BUY—SELL--BIRE--RENT
with an economical classified
ad in this column, read each
week throughout the Fulton
trade area. No other method
reaches so many for so little.
First Insertion 3c per word
(minimum, 50c)
Each Succeeding Insertion I V2C
per word.
We will be glad to help you
prepare your ad at our office;
or mail it in with the money
All classified ads are cash in
advance.

rottian and
id Roy, Jr.,
f Mayfield,
Mrs. John
tie Felts of
unday with
id Robert.
'ormer Vir.

iS
198

CLASSIFIED ADS

WANTED: Country hams. Current
market prices
paid.
SMITH'S CAFE, Fulton.

THESE PATTERNS

le is on
ent an op'hicago last

YS
lay

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky

OPEN FORMULA

Super laying
Mash!
good layer the right nutrients in the right °mounts,
just
c•id she's bound to lay her best the year 'round. That's
in
what Super laying Mash does for your laying flock. Rich
Super
every egg-making ingre-dient needed by the layer,
Laying Mash keeps them healthy and on the job. It is rich
Animal Proin protein (20%) and is fortified with the new
B-12
tein Factor Supplement. It supplies vitamin A, vitamin
in winterflocks
confined
to
important
so
...
D
vitamin
and
Super
time. And for strong bones and hard shelled eggs,
Laying Mash provides all the necessary minerals.
Your layers are sure to get a balanced, all-around ration
It's
with Super laying Mash. Feed it to them res.; '-•,y.
tops for commercial egg proituction.

Super Laying Mash
$4.40 CWT.

/. You get more economy. By actual test Duo-Therm's Power-Air
Blower saves up to 25% on fuel
bills. Only Duo-Therm has PowerAir. And Duo-Therm's Waste-Stopper (built right into heater) prevents
precious heat escaping up the chimney—sends more into your home.

3. you get more comfort. DuoTherm's Power-Air really circulates
heat—sends it into every corner.
every room, keeps floors warm.

2.You

5.You get more choke.Duo-Therm
offers you a complete line of furniture-styled home heaters. There's one
For every heating need and pocketbook. Come in— see the beautiful
Chippendale shown above. See the
many other Duo-Therms.Easy Terms.

get more heat from every
drop of oil. Because only DuoTherm has the fuel-miser Burner
that feeds air and oil in 6 stages for
clearr, efficient performance. No
moving or mechanical parts. It's
absolutely silent.

* Two-Way, Up-Down Unit
* Thrifty Deep-Well Cooker
* Seven-Heat Surface Units that tilt up for easy cleaning
* Big ()vet...Size, Two-Element Oven with Automatic flood lighted
interior
* Warming Compartment to keep foods and dishes warm and app.!.
tiring till served
* Roller-Rearing Utensil Drawers provide plenty of storage space t
* Cooking (:hart permanently reproduced on drip tray
* One piece "Flush-to-the-Walr streamlined backguard foe greater
beauty and utility
* Rigid. one-piece Added steel construction, easy to clean porcelain •
enamel inside and out
Deep-Well Cooker or on
* Rig 6-quart pressure cooker for nse
Surface Unit ... Optional Equipment
.Witina. if env,nr1 State •nd laud tate@ eters. Primo
and apecifieatione mitteet. to claw without notice.

4. You

get more beauty. Because
only Duo-Therm has fine period
furniture styling. Every heater is a
beautiful piece of furniture!

•
GOLDRN
ANNIVFRSA111112
CERTIPICATI
..7/41*.

Model 955, abore $119.95 (Others $59.95 uP)

SOUTHERN STATES
fUtTON COOPERATIVE
402 Main St.

Fulton

Phone 399

BENNETT ELECTRIC

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

2 Stores • - 324 Walnut, Phone 1540 — 217 Main, Phone 201
402

tit.

Fulton

;`hone 399

Fri

Friday, October 14, 1949

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentuehr

FULTON STUDENTS
ENROLL AT MURRAY

Fred Bennett near Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Walki
Too late for last week)
and children ol Lynville visiteu
Mrs. V. 31. Arnett. Cor.
her mother Mrs. Carl Cooley.
Mr. and Mrs. Bea Pewitt spent
Mrs. Byron Bishop spent Wedher
with
Friday
and
Thursday
nesday with Mrs. Will Puckett.
brother and family, Mr. and Mrs. While there_Mrs. Harold Puckett
made a dress for her.
Those spending the week end
at Kentucky Lake were, Mr. and
Mrs. BuSter Bradley, Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. McAlister, Mr. and
Mrs. James Pewitt, Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Puckett.
Miss Bula May Cooley of Paducah spent the week end with
her mother, Mrs.' Carl Cooley.
Mr. J. C. MbAlister and Mrs.
Bill Cloyes shopped in Paducah
last Tuesday.

WATER VALLEY

Loss of
Hearin
RobYou

of Success and
Happiness?

Among the 1474 students enrolled in Murray State College
thig semester are 45 from Fulton
County.
They are: Dan Adams, Cayce,
Harry Swayrie Barry, Hickman.
Billy
Billy Mac Bone. Fulton.
Wilma Sue
Fulton,
Bowlin.
Le Roy
Brasfield, Hickman
Brown, FuLton, Daniel Lester
Hickrtian, Sam Burks.
Brown,
Jr., Fulton, Bobby Carney, Fulton, Robert Childers. Hickman,
Creed HickCharles Richard
man. Harry Donald David, Fulton, Burns Davis. Fulton. Myitle.
Hickman, Hugh P.
J. Davis.
Farley,
A word of kindness 1g seldom
Earle, Fulton, Tom
Swayne Forsythe. spoken in vain, whitey...My sayCayce. Roy
Hroltman, Miriam Grymes, Ful- ings are as easily lost as the
ton. Lloyd Grymes, Fulton, Earl pearls slipping from a briken
string.—Richard Brooks.

Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Byrn, Mrs.
Hal Kizer, Mrs. Edna Latta wen:
shopping in Paducah one day last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Stephens
and daughter of the Fulgham
community spent Sunday with
her mother Mrs. Carl Cooley.

hear.
Here's new hope for tht hard of that
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Kizer and
Paul Hodges makes his hobby
irks. Thousands have discovered
to
them
restores
a Bekone hearing aid social life ... son, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Byrn, of mimicing records. pay off in
and
and
business
Edwards
normal
entertainment for WLW listeners
without Mr. and Mrs. W. T.
baps them bear clevly again
is so Mrs. Edna Latta spent Sunday Monday through Friday at 7:30
strain. The tiny one-unit BeItone
EdG.
G.
Mrs.
Mr. and
battery
p.m.. EST as he disects old recordeasy to wear. No separate wires. vlIth
Ill.
ed favorites.
pack. No dangling battery clarity. wards in Metropolis,
and
communithe
power
in
few
for
a
Quite
Unsurpassed
ty are sidk with colds.
No Button r••
ROCK SPRINGS
Mr. and.Mrs. Keith Farmer
and .son from Galconda, Ill.,
Clinton spent
in the Ear
Carol Hiett of
her the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
spent the weekend with
Hide rout deioness with the
sew Behone Phantom°Id.
mother. Mrs. W. M. Rose.
Herchel Elliott and Beverly.
People won't notice you
Mrs.
Mrs. Neal McAlister
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen
spear a hearing aid. Mail
Randall Laird and Mrs. *Claude and family, Mr. and Mrs. Billy
€0•1100 tod•y for FREE
the
all
tells
that
booklet
Owen attended the fashion show Green and son of Martin weit
mousing facts.
at the Woman's Club Tuesday Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
night.
A. E. Green.
Mr. alid Mrs. J. C. Stephens
Mrs. Nellie Taylor is visiting
and
Mr.
with
visited •Monday
MONO-PAC
her sister, Mrs. Colen Brown.
One-Unit Hoor.ap Aad
Mrs. Clifford Stephens.
Mr. and Mrs. William Conner
on
is
Stephens
S
Mrs. Murrell
FIRESH-TESTED BATTERIE
visited a while Friday night with
list.
sick
the
All Makes
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen.
The American Legion AuxilWalston visited
Mail DB your battery orders
Mrs. Elmer
the
at
night
Monday
met
lary
We pay postage
Mrs. Bob Veatch Tuesday aftermembers
Eleven
Hall.
ion.
Legion
demonstrat
IVrite tor home
noon.
were present. AfKirk Prince yeturned home
NO COST — NO OBLIGATION and one visitor
ter the business was over a so- Tuesday night from
Dyersburg
cial hour was enjoyed by all. where he had - been
visiting
O. A. Roland
The next meeting will be Nov. friends for several days.
Jefferson
2031
?bone 4946
7 at the Legion Hall.
Martha Kay Copelen spent
Paducah, Ky.
ENROLLS AT MISS STATE
0
-RH BOOK - MAIL COUPON
Robert W. Dalton from Fulton
has enr:,!led at Mississippi State
Be!tone Hearing Service
j
College for the fall semester of
I
Box 727. Paducah, Ky.
the 1949-50 session, Dr. Fred T.
Nast send me valuable FREE BookIts
*Onut DEAFNESS AND HOW TO
Mitchell, president, has annpunOVERCOME IT.
ced.
A total of 3289 students are
••
ti.Ot
now attending Mississippi State.
idlen
the third largest enrollment in
IA
the 69-year history of the col -

I

Hammond. Jr., Hickman, Joe B.
Holland. Hickman, Shirley Houston. Fulton, Joe W. Isbell. HickJoe
man. Jim James, Fulton,
James, Fulton, Ivan M. Jones.
Fulton, Will Taylor Lee, Fulton,
Otha Linton. Fulton, Shirley
Maxwell. Fulton, Jane Meacham,
Fulton, Jack Moore, Fulton, Travis Moss Fulton, Albert FrankRice,
lin Rice, Hickman, Helen
HickHickman, Frank Roper,
man. Carolyn Rudd, Fulton, Jane
Shelby. Fulton, Nolan Shepherd.
Water Valley, Anne Stone, FulFulton. ,
ton Patricia Sublette,
Fulton.
Lawrence Neal Tully,
Henry Lynn Tully, Fulton, )NillWalters, Fulton,
iam Lowery
Walters, Fulton
Evelyn Robey
Mary Geneva Wright. Hickman

Friday night and Saturday with
Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore and
family.
Mrs. Thelma Dillon-and girls.
and Miss
Brown
Mrs. Colen
Marie Moore and visited Mr
and Mrs. Bob Veatch and family
•
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore
and Miss Ina Bellew attended a '
Baptist Association near Lynnville Sunday.

LENNOX
OIL AND COAL FURNACES
Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Fulton, Ky.

Olive Street

0

E OF

KENTUCKY'S TRADITIONS

Accurate
WORICMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, ()locks and Tinte
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately- Repaired at Low Coot by—

'f
\txt\OAiiir

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Hayrides

Attention Farmers:

To a Kentuckian there's nothing like an
fashioned hayride. With ripe watermelons ne,
clop
ing in the hay to provide refreshment and the clop
.
of the horse's hoofs.to furnish a rh)thmic background
traditional
their
in
t
contentmen
tiue
find
s
Kentuckian

DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE
In Sanitary Trucks
Phone 161 collect, Neal Ward Stock Yards
Fulton, Ky. or 122 Wingo Ex.

MAYFIELD RENDERING CO.
Mayfield-Fulton Hwv.

hayrides.
Yes, and beer is a tradition in Kentucky, tool
Since the
Like hayrides, BEER BELONGS in Kentucky.
enjoyed
days of the first hay wagons, Kentuckians have
.
moderation
of
beserage
the
beer.
Copyright, 1949, Kentucky

al
tr
at
d.
ri

U.S. Brewers Forandatio•

It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!
•
•

I

I TOIVZI

State

Gimelookatilltnref
with DynallowDrive
LAST CALL
for new and changed listings in the NEW

TELEMONE DIRECTORY
Advertising in
etadadeed See-WM

CLOSES

NOVEMBER 4
*tit/dale/aced Sectioa
CLOSES

NOVEMBER I I
If you want additional listings or changes in your
present listings in either the Classified Section
(Yellow Pages) or the Alphabetical Section, please
call the Telephone Business Office now. Additions
ond changes cannot be made after tits above
closing dates.

PA the Classified... Yollt Iftmlip Bayer's Cala
Sbuthern Bell Telephone
and Telegraph Company
oNCORPORATED

make of car in all the land
can give you the sweet 'n' easy
luxury of Dynaflow Drivet —and that's
Buick.
But look how much territory that takes
in—how many different-sized budgets
can now afford the only drive with
neither a clutch pedal nor gears that
shift.
NLY one

0

You can have Dynaflow as optional
equipment on the tidy, sparkling, new
Buick SPECIAL, With its traffic-handy
size, stepped-up roominess, and bold
new front-end treatment.
You can have it, again as optional equipment, on the neat and nimble SUPER,
with its sleek lines, 110 or 120 horsepower Fireball power plant, and triple
Ventiports.
And of course Dynaflow is standard
equipment on that best buy among fine
cars, the Magnifieent ROADMASTER.
fStandard on ROADINA STPR

Seer
only
keep t
Seer
on the
luck k
Won
3, and
be a c
Seer
big ag
land!
V.F.
a cert
ginia,
Well
will sti
ing NI;
movirn
Won
that h

wow,

FOUR KEY TO GREATER VALUE

There it combines, with matchless ride,
the stirring lift of 150 Fireball horsepower and truly regal size and hearing.

tension out of traffic, brings you to the
end of day-long drives with surprising
freshness and relaxation.

So look at the SPECIAL, the SUPER and
ROADNIASTER, three Buicks that match
almost any price range you have in mind
—and remember that all of them offer
the added enjoymentof Dynaflow Drive.

Sooner or later we predict that you'll
join the army of car owners who
vvouldn't think of passing up what Dynaflow has to offer.

On every one it is the same silky,sweethandling delight. On every one it cuts
driving effort to the minimum, takes

Why be amorig the late-comers? Your
Buick dealer will be tickled to show you
how quickly and how easily you can
have Dynaflow to enjoy—right nowl

BUICK alone ham all these features
Silk -smooth DYNAFLOW DRIVE* • FULL-VIEW VISION from enlorged gloss ore° • SWING-EASY DOORS and
OUADRUFLEX COIL
ettny occest • ''L/VING SPACE" INTERIORS w:th Deep•Crodla cushions • Buoyonl-ridong
Models)
SPRINGING • bye!), FIREBALL STRAIGHT-EIGHT POWER woth SELF-SETTING VALVE LIFTERS (Dynallow
•
plus ED-POISED ENGINE MOUNTINGS • low •pressure tires on SAFETY-RIDE RIMS • Double. Duty VENTIPORTS
DUREX BEARINGS, main ond connechng rod, • BODY BY FISHER

ernenal at art,anon SUP? R and SPE'L TAL nmdels.,

*Standard on POADMAS TER, °tartan& al elan, tort on SUPER ond SPECIAI mode:.

THAN EVER
MORE CLEARLY
dp,
•

SEE and HE4R OLSEN anal JOHNSON'S
FIREBALL FUN.FOR-ALL every Thursday on Television

hos /a HENRY!. TAYLOR, ABC *Proof*, «sty Monday waning

When beater austorsa•Iiiies asre balk BUICK min basilial thew

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224-228 Fourth Street

Fulton, Kentucky

4, 1949

School News
keep us in the dark, Nancy.
Does S. H. have a 'ooy frend?
Come on Shirly give.
What have the Dresden boys
FRESHMAN NEWS
got that F.H.S. boys noven't
Seems like W.G.G. has eyes
May be C.A.A. c9i tell US.
only for S. F. Why? Donna don't
keep us guessing.
PATS1k REEN
Seems like B.B. and S.E. are
Miss Mary Royster was born
on the steady beam again. Good
lived
on Carr street and has
luck kids.
1, 2, there all of her life. She gradWonder why E.L.S.
3, and 4 hour so much, could it uated from Fulton High School,
then ,went to the University of
be a certain Freshman, (B R.P
years and beSeems P.M. has her eyes rov• Kentucky for
ing again. Wonder where they'll gan teaching at Fulton High
in January 1923. She received
land!
V.F. seems to be interested in her A. B. degree. Dui•ing the
a certain Freshinan. Now V:r- summer of 1923 she traveled to
England, Scotland and France.
ginia, don't be bashful! a
Well, it sure looks as ii C.S. She attended summer school at
will start singing "Your're Brei!:- the University of Chicago in
ing My Heart," because N. B. is 1925-27-28-30. She majored in
English and minored in journalmoving to Camden, Ark.
Wonder who N. S. receiied ism. She attended U. K. in the
a
that huge corsage from, Don't summers of 39-40, and was

Fulton High

IONS

ns ne,
op clop
ground,
ditional

ince the
enjoyed

pdaties

•
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The
comfort
is
blocked
right in!

100 yard dash boys, 7th anti
Mary Jo Bowlin, 50c; 2nd, Glening rink every night. Tell us M S. I
8th: 1st Ted Reams, 50c; 2nal„,
da Henderson 25c.
who will it be P. C.? J. W. from
Dickie McMillian, 25c.
Sharon; D. C. from Dukedom, or '
50 yard dash,
1st and 2nd grade boys sack 7th and 8th grade
B. O. from South Fulton?
Terrell,
Sue
On Oct. 7, 1949 Chestnut Glade
girls: 1st, Dorothy
R. B. and J. S. are still going I race-1st John Paul Harwood, 50c 50c; 2nd, Glenda!! Grubb, 25c.
beat Welch in a ball gar
25c.
Pugh
David
2nd,
strong.
Does J. A. L. have a new flame I 1st grade best writing — lst,
Feinch, 50c; 2nd, James
waavuie1 25
from Murray. Why is it the girls D
are crazy about Dukedom. What
1st grade best drawing — 1st
wrong with F.H.S. boys?
2nd David
the Bonnie Usrey, 50c;
with
was N. B.
Who
other night. Was it D. C. from Finch, 25c.
2nd grade best writting—lst,
THE HOUSE OF HITS!!
Dukedom?
Mary
Who is B.S.C. going with; M. F : Barbara Mason, 50c; 2nd
P. M. or M. D. W. Tell us B. C. Sue Neely, 25c.
2nd grade best writing — 1st,
Who was that Soph. couple out
together after band practice the , Betty Reed, 50c; lnd Barbara
Telepnone 22
Mason, 25c.
other night?
Fourth
and
Third
for
Games
Sun., Mon., Tues. Always First Run in City!
Come on Soph's. tell us.
1 •
Grades.
'
3rd
Mat. Mon., Tues., 2:39; Sun. 2:00 Cont.
contest:
blowing
Balloon
JUNIOR NEWS
and 4th grade girls, 1st, Euphia
Sat. 12:00 cont.
Night Shows, 7:00;
A yveek from October 14 is FulMatheny, 50e.
ton High's homecoming game
Relay race, 3rd and 4th grade
which, as you all know is a big girls, 1st, Jeanie Henderson, 50c.
event. As it's such an event we
2nd, Euphia Matheny, 25c.
will all want souvieniers. The
MISS MARY ROYSTER
Relay race, 3rd and 4th grade
Junior class is planning on givs; 2nd,
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
member of the W.Y.C.A., Associ- ing you such for the sum of 25c. girls: 1st, Lee Westbrook
J. D. McMillian.
BIG DOUBLE FEATURE
ate Editor of the Kentucky Ker- Be sure and get one!
Third and Fourth Grades.
nal, President of the Woman's
We now have a queen in our
1st,
writting,
best
grade
Third
Association, class. Miss Linda Sue Sams was
Self Government
Shelby
and a member of the Thata-Sig- elected queen of Hickman Coun- Pansy Nanny, 50c; 2nd,
ADPENTURE-IDOl
ma-Phi and Mortarboard. Dur- ty 4-H Club. Congratulations! Owenspy, 25c.
Of AlltlIONSI
Third grade best Health Posting her last year she was an as- "Queenie."
er: 1st, Magdalene Spence; 2nd,
sistant instructor in journalism.
B. B. has changed over to UnHer hobby is trying each spring ion City again. Or should we say Alma Green, 25c.
Fourth grade best writting: 1st,
to make members of the Senior from J. S. to Jerry Daws.
Jimmy Jones, 50c; 2nd Bobby
class into some semblance of
B.S.C. is jumping from one Pate, 25c.
Broadway, actors and actresses. class to next. How about giving
Fourth grade best Health PostMiss Royster has taught the Wes- a certain Jr. girl a try?
er, 1st, Don Stewart, 50c;
School
ley Gleamers Sunday
L. S. S. has gone from air to
5th and 6th Grades.
Class since 1926 and is a mem- sea. Maybe she's afraid of height
lst,
the First Methodist or does the boy have anything to I 5th grade best writting:
of
ber
I Nina Elliott, 50c; 2nd, Patsy NinChurch. She is the Senior home- do with it.
Virgin▪ ia
, hy, 25c.
GREY
room sponsor and a very good
K. J. has developed a new in6th grade best writting, 1st,
' George
one in every ones estimation. terest in football. Is it the team
Jones.
Patricia
Plus: Cartooa: "Hen H011ee
2nd,
Gore;
111:::VES
She went to New Orleans with or manager? How about that ! Nancy
Henry".
5th and 6th grade boys wheelus and showed us a very enjoy- H. S.?
A tationbia tktare
Serial: Brick Bradford No. 9
! barrow race.
44,ite,s1 -ea.Aue
was
able trip.
attention
M.F.'s
and
B.J.T.
I 1st, Paul Jerry Winsteal and
on South Fulton Saturday night Alfred Jackson, 50c• 2nd, John
GENERAL NEWS
behearts
their
sure
are
v,:e
but
SUN., MON., TUES., ---- First Run
First Run
Wayne Boyd and Elgie Hill, 25c.
The SR's sponsored a hus to long in Fulton, or does it
legged race,
Adventure of the Foreign Legion!
Greatest
3
The
girls
grade
6th
B.G.B. and B. Mc. seemed to
Sharon on Thursday night kr
1st. Patricia Jones and Louise
be having a little trouble. We
the benefit of the students.
Melon 25c; 2nd Barbara Bowlin
ILL,/
The Jr's have set the date of imagine they'll get ovor it cause
and Nancy Gore, 25c.
the Jr. Carnival for November from the looks of things it looks
THRILLING ACTION!
with
EXOTIC SCENTS!
race.
relay
girls
grade
5th
18. There will be a story on it like that green-eyed monster
1st, Mary True Terrell, 50c.
George Raft; Co-starring—Akim Tamiroff, Join Litel
later.
"Jealousey."
2nd, Mary Ruth Find, 25c.
In a chapel program Tuesday
5th grade best art work: 1st,
afternoon, Amelia Parish and
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
Elgie Hill, 50c; 2nd, Sue CastleJerry Atkins were each award25c.
man,
2----BIG HITS----2
ed a ticket for the concert that
BY JACK THORPE
6th grade best art work: 1st,
will be presented here later on in
"New"
Louis
50c; 2nd,
The Bulldogs after winning Patricia Jones,
the season. These two students
25c.
Robey,
Fayene
their
took
row
most
a
in
the
games
being
three
BARGAIN DAY
were chosen for
7th and 8th Grades.
musically talented by the concert first set back Friday night 42-6
1st,
7th grade best whiting.
THE DEAD END KIDS!"'
Tigers.
1
Murray
the
of
hand
the
Fulton.
at
of
committee
"Judge Steps Out"
, 50c; 2nd Fay
After a hopeless first quarter Jackie Henderson
with
See Them
tigers Pate, 25c.
which saw Tv Holland's
SOPHOMORE NEWS
1st,
ANN SOUTHERN
8th grade best writing:
s.
touchdown
quick
three
up
ring
now
Who's D. P. B. new flame
in
GEORGE TOBIAS
Henderson, 50c; 2nd MarThe Bulldogs settled down and Glenda
Pilot Oak. Could it Be J. L.!
"First Run"
garet Earl Boyd, 25c.
sledtough
pretty
had
Murray
Satwith
Who was B. M. seen
"Remember
7th grade best art work: 1st,
"Mob Town"
out, still out
urday night. Couldn't have been ding from there on
Jackin the Ted Reams, 50c; 2nCi Betty
21-6
Bulldogs
the
scored
B.M.
--Only 25e
Adults
Say
2c;
Dukedom.
Priees:—Children-1
J. B. T., from
son, 25c.
Is G. Y. still going with C. S last three periods.
1st,
work,
art
best
grade
8th
Fulton's only marker came in
Why is M. S. seen at the skata drive with little Don Mann doing most of the ground gainirg,
and Browning taking it over at
the 10 yard line.
We have faith in our boys to
win this game Thursday over
Sharon. Come on boys and really do your stuff.

I

Chestnut Glade I

ORPHEUM

THIS WEEK

OUTPOST IN MOROCCO

Templeform is the
only hat made to fit the
true shape of your head. Instead of being oval, it slopes
inward at the temples. Try one on and see iI you
don't agree it's the best fitting, niost
comfortable hat ”ni've ever worn!

TEMPLEFORM
""""" HATS
$5.00 to $10.00

LITTLE CLOTHING COMPANY
FULTON

414 LAKE: ST.

FULTON HI SPORTS

r-

7aelleatioti/laiwl

Quality Feeds

FULTO N

for Livestock Needs

31S 2571
FRIDAY - SATURDAY

,
YouConl

Imo

TWO — Big
Action Hits
"Prince of
Thieves"
—Starring—
JOHN HALL

I
•••=••• Plus msosomm,
"South of
Death Valley"
to the
prising

I

—With—
CHARLES STARRETT
SUN. - :HON. - TUES.

: you'll
s who
llyna? Your
ow you
ou can
low!

3-BIG DAYS
For The Season's
Funniest Hit

DAIRY FEEDS

Call Us.

WE DELIVER

Diana Lynn
Don DeFore
in

MY FRIEND
IRMA
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY

2.75 cwt.
Phone 900

Browder Milling Company
— FULTON,KY.—

1949 HOTPOINT RANGE!

John Lund

$3.50 cwt.
Lucky Strike 24%
3.40 cwt
Progressive 20`.. _
3.30 cwt.
Milkmaid 18%. in Print ____
_____________.; __________________ 3.15 cwt.
Sweet 16" in Print _ ____
3.05 cwt.
Sweet 16% in Cotton
2.85 cwt.
Big 16'c in Print
Big 16% in Cotton or Jute

FOR THIS GEMUINE FULLSIZE FEATURE-PACKED

441ri',.:
1:41 tA
Siirf

S

tf0:
..eitt
,„7=Bae
A.D7,—
,,669
if°4

Get World-Famous Calrod
Units, Hi-Speed Broiler
And Many More Outstanding Hotpoint Features!
Again-Hotpoint sots the pace
with the greatest range value
on the market. It's• brand new
1949 Automatic Electric Range
Leature-packed and
priced withis reach of every
horn& Look at all die great
features you get wids Hotpoint!

MOOS!Hi

• Fast-starting Calrodl Units!

WHY WAIT!

• 4200-watt HI-Spood Broiled

Those big savings
you've wonted are
HERE! Conte in now—
see Hotpoint's 1949
Kitchen and Mane.
Laundry Appliances.

• 1-plocs beefy, all-stool construction!
•Deepwell Cooker•Cooking Chart,
• Oven Reek Guide & Broiler Nioesurel
• Add-resisting leg, porcelain AMA!

BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main St.

Fulton, Ky.

•
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WEST STATE LINE
Mrs. Edgar Grissom, Con
The death angel enfered the
home of Mrs. J. H. Harrison and
took her only daughter, Lela May
Harrison, Thursday at 12:15 p.m.
Miss Harrison had been ill for
quite some time. She was 3/
years of age and leaves her mother, two brothers, Robert and
Jeff. two nieces besides a host
of relatives and friends. Burial
was at Palestine Friday afternoon at 2:30 with Rev. Lawe11
Concel of Hickman and Rev. Byron Bishop in charge of the funeral. The family has the sympathy of this entire community
.in the loss of their loved one.
Mr. and Mrs. H. K. Vick of
Ripley, Tenn., spent a- few days
this past week with her father
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Phillips.
Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks
spent one day the past week
with Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hicks
of Riceville. Mr. Hicks suffered
a light stroke on Saturday evening but is better at this time.
Georgie May Edington of Mayfield is spending the weekend
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Edington and Presley.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Rawton of
Paducah were business visitors
in this community .Saturday. •
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
spent Wednesday with his sister of Riceville, Mr. and Mrs.
Vanford Smiley.

FULTON ELECTRIC

Mr. and Mrs, Frarlt: Morris
'were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edoar Reeves Sunday.
Mrs. Edith Yates visited Mrs.
Addie Walston Thursday afternoon. Mrs. Walston has bee% on
the sick list but is improving.
,wry, Jim,
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. 1.,
Mrs.
mie L,owry and Mr. and
Harry Yates spent Sund'ay with
Mr. and Mrs. John Yatas,_
Emmett Finley has returned
home after visiting relatives in
Detroit
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. GOSSUIT) and
boys, Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry,
Jimmie, Dova Beth Olive ar.d
Mtirshall Lowry enjoyed. a chicken supper with Mr. and Mrs.
Burnal Lowry Thursday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Wilson
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lowry Saturday evening.
Mrs. Mary Collins visitect witn
Jars. Lela Bushart Monday after.- 1
noon.
Frank Morris Ieft l'iironclay for
Mississippi on business.

The Leaves are falling ....
and so are

UP TO 20
YEARS - EASY
PAYMENTS
—See—

ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS
LOANS
INSURANCE
Fulton, Kentucky

it's
extt
11••••••••

OUR PRICES!
Conie see us in our new location! Come in and browse around
our store, or either of our jarn-packed warehouses for the
'
furniture and home furnishings you need. We will guarantee,
to save you money.

2-tye

LAUNDRY HEATERS
Values $10.95 and $14.95

ONE-THIRD OFF
KOL-GAS

Stovepipe, Floor Boards, Elbows,
Scuttles, etc.

100-1b. size for 4 to 5 rooms mag-

ONE THIRD OFF

azine type. $64.95 Reg. Price...

ONE THIRD OFF

RADIO REPAIR
24-HOUR SERVICE
In Today — Out Tomorrow
We have a complete line of
tubes, parts, etc.
Free Pickup and Delivery

•

Several Used Heaters On Hand
Bargain Prices

Premiu
Not /Ili
Just

Our stocks of Popular and Classical

OIL BURNING HEATERS
4
size, Reg. $12.50 '
One-burner Savoil heater, bathroom

Two-burner Savoil heater, Reg. 36.95,

RECORDS AND ALBUMS
are now displayed for your selection: we are carrying current
HIT PARADE NUMBERS in stock every week.

CLOSEOUT AT $9.95
Closeout at $25.00

4 11(-11.°)
.
(

Sterling&

Y(
dr

ELECTRIC HEATERS
t prices.
Several sizes and styles at bargain closeou
Browse Around!

He who sows courtesy reaPs'i
friendship, and he who plants
kimdness gathers love. —Gedrge
D. Prentice.

FARM
LOANS

•

NEW LOCATION . . . . 217 EAST FOURTH STREET

Sizt

onic
Pli.arLowry.
"Mrs.
-0
Cos:.
B. G,

Grad
Locate

Fulton, Ky.

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Phone 100

There was an over flowing
croi.vd at the State Line Mission
on Saturday evening. Rev. Fred
Shoffstald of Gary, Ind., was a
visiting preacher. Rev. Earl Baird
of Cayce brought both messages
on Saturday evening and Sunday
sifternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Yates of
Fulton spent a while Sunday evening with Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Crissom.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Burke,
route two, attended the funeral
of Miss Lela May Harrison Fri.day afternoon at Palestine Methodist Church, west of Fulton.
Rev. Charlie Mackirrs and son,
Clarksville,
Charles, were in
_Tenn., over the weekend. Rev.
Madkins is pastor of the Church
of God near there and the-family plan Fa move to Clarksville
Mrs. Charlie Ma4.4:_rts attended
church at the Church .of God at
Fulton Sunday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Phillips
,and son, Robert, spent Sunday
,amel Monday with his daughter,
Mtg. Viek and Mr. Vick of
vt .
Joe Browder. of Fulton spent
'Sunday afternoon with Mr. and
Mrs. Rupert Browder..
Mr. and Mrs. diarnan Cornell
and family attended church at
atte ..FirSt _Methodist Church in
Fulton Sunday-,

FURNITURE CO.
1

Dr.H.

Last one on hand . . . and its going at a
bargain! Regular price, $36.95.

I,

Regularly $59.95!

Boys 'Belknap'
BICYCLE
$39.95
Full 26" frame! Accessories include head„ligtit, tail reflector, stand, luggage rack
' and chain guard.

Kneehole
DESK
$19.95
This is a closeout bargain. Handsome, popular waterfall style;
good construction; 7 roomy drawers.
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Farm Bureau Celebrates
Thirtieth Anniversay

Veterinary Service
Day or Night
Phone 807-It

ON

Or Call 70

Dr. H.W.Connaughton

The Kentucky Farm Bureau tucky Dairies, Louisville; Past
Federation will celebrate its 30th President Smith Broadbent, Cadanniversary during its annual iz, president of the State Fair
convention, set for Nov. 20-30 Board; Past President A. H. Calin the Club Madrid Louisville vert, Mayslick, prominent farmannounces J. E. Stan.ford, execu- er and member of the Legisla
ture; and Ben Kilgore, forme'
tive secretary.
now asAs part of the celebration tri- executive secretary and
bute will be paid to the county sistant manager of the Eastern
AsFarm Bureaus that have ma'::- Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
tained continuous existence and sociation, Franklin.
There is evidence that some
individual members that have
maintained membership over the county Farm Bureaus were or30-year period. Also to be honor- ganized as early as 1917. with
ed are all the living past presi- some thought being given at that
dents, past executive secretaries time to the organization of a
and meinbers of the first State State Federation. However. the
actual organization of the State
Board of Directors.
Included in this group are stich Federation was not started until
noted individuals as John E. the early winter of 1919.
Brown, a former president who
It Was at a time when farmis now general agent of the ers foresaw the disastrous results
Fourth District...Farm Credit Ad- of piling up surpluses. The 1919
ministration and president of tobacco crop started out with an
the Louisville Bank for Coop- early average of around 52 cents.
eratives; Past President A. B. By March 1920 this had declined
Sawyer, now president of Ken- to around 20 cents, and the 1920
crop sold for an average of 13.5
cents.
The Farm Bureau Law was
passed by the 1920 General As—See—
sembly. It perinitted the organof county Farm Bureaus
T. H. "Tom" Cowden ization
federation into a state
Phone 1597 Union City, Tenn. and their
organization and provided for

Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Patton
Highway.

.on, Ky.

•

it's
Mellower
because
it's aged that
extra month!

FHA LOANS

bale. Would have clone finished
it but the Lord is sending his rain
60 now this morning, Tuesday, I
am 65 years old. Need the help
from the welfare.
I reads in the Fulton newspaper. I don't never see where
they used the Lord's name at all lt
but he sure is wonderful being to
depend on and let me tell you one
thing woinen is a blessed thing,
! if they only knew it. When the
killing
men call themselves
Christ the poor women was looking sad and he told them. You
building down in
tear this
3 days and it will rare up again so the warnen pondered it
in their hearts and on the
third day morning they went
making on down to the place
where Christ was buried. They
was wondering to themselves who
will roll the stone from the door.
When they got there the stone
was rolled away. Now, all you
to do is make one step
The inimitable piano styling of got
and he will make
Burt Farber is featured on WLW's towards Christ
"Paul Hodges Show" Sundays at 'two towards you.
Everything around Alligator
S p.m., EST as he and Hodges
discuss and play hit show tuna is fine but I sure would like to
stop off in Fulton. My long time
of the past and present.
brother whom I never seen in
43 years, he come to see me in
the incorporation of each. It also
r and left November 18
has a provision that county fiscal Novembe
and I never heard from him
court must employ a county agricultural agent of the local Farm since.
I has a dog looking after two
Bureau has at least 100 members
and no less than $500 in its kittens. A car killed the kittens
treasury and requests the em- •mother and the deg is taking
care of the kittens. Strange
ployment of a county agent.
things happening in the Land,
The organization grew rapidly
so here is another poem:
in its early years. By June 1920
there were 36 organized counties, From Father Adam and Mother
with membership dues ranging Eve,
from $5 to $15, and a total mem- All races. surely came;
bership of 5,130. By the end of Because I don't look just
1921 this had grown to be 46 or- 'like you,
ganized counties with a member- It v,,on't help me to complain.

Eli@ g, ogee 'ItieDnf. sIfioginY,ed-ear =p.roin

rrow

WAI,TER VOELPEL
PAUL HORNBEAK
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer
Director and Embalmer
MRS. J. C. YA'TES
Lady Assistant
Contract Funeral BMW
for
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DTRECTOKS BURIAL ASSN.

Notice to Members of

MOOSE LODGE NO. 1265
Fulton, Kentucky

Meeting Nights Are Changed To:
Officers' meeting, each Monday night 7:30 p.m.
Regular Lodge meetings, second and fourth
Friday nights, each month.
NEw LOCATION OF MOOSE HALL:
212 CHURCH ST. — MAIN FLOOR

ICED \‘'INES
WHIskEY
GIN

RUM
LIQU FRS

NAS. W. BURROW

CUT MONTHLY PAYMENTS
THIS EASY WAY . . .
AND HAVE BUT ONE
SMALL BILL TO PAY

Fulton, Kentueky

SAFE AMBULAIsICE SERVICE
PHONE 7

Phone 470 for Job Printing.

11IIIIIIMININMIMM=
then on the growth of the organi 111=11
zation hit peaks and valleys unors
Liqu
e
Fin
in
or
til a new low was reached
year there was only
426 Lake St. Fulton, Ky. Phone 93 1932. In that
.1 handful of organized counties
REAL ESTATE and
with a few hundred members.
Early in 1933 farm leaders set PUBLIC AUCTIONEER t
out with renewed vigor to build
and develop the organization. Office Over City National Bank
Growth was slow but steady,
Phone 61
with an increase in membership
1941
By
r.
FARM AND CITY PROPERTY
being shown every/yea
there wer 65 organized counties
LIST OR BUY WITH US!
and 12,000 members. By 1943 this
counorganized
72
to
had grown
ties with 16,000 members. Now
there are 111 organized counties,
with a membership that is expected to exceed 60,000. by October .31, the close of the fiscal
year.
The Kentucky Farm Bureau
pay
took a major part in organizjng
Get the money from us to
the American Farm Bureau Fedscattered bills and debts. We can
eration in 1922. A Kentuckian
payments
your
reduce
probably
from Christian county, John S.
you
and
Crenshaw was the first treasurer
os much os one half
of the national organization. He
have only one place to pay each
now resides in Tupelo, Miss.
month. Use our 20-month repayThe largest crowa to ever at.
payments
lowest
for
ment plan
tend an annual convention of the
Kentucky Farm Bureau FederaPhone or come in today.
tion is expected at the sessions
this year, says Stanford. "We are
urging all county Farm Bureaus
to bring every representative
they possibly can to take part in
developing, through their Farm
KY
Eureau, the kind of a program
farmers want and need for agSTORE
riculture," he said.
NEXT TO GRAHAM FURNITURE
1252
PHONE
ST.
WALNUT
311
FULTON
Mississippi Plantation Life:

F

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Streets

DRIVE-IN LIOUOR STORE
Depot Street

"Buck

Bushart"

Fulton

It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!

Lee

le of

ery

. m Quality...
Premiu
Not Bitter, Not Sweet.
Just Right
ALL-GRA/At

%de/vs-tate FINANCE CORPORATION OF
/4fredairS
Goiv/iAsse 27franse

rrent

The Writings Of

incl.

Starting Brewers.Inc.. E

Mattie Dear

You ought to be
driving a

fig

C

Well, I thank the Lord Jesus.
I'm yet alive. My health is ok..
Well, I went no place Sunday for I
service because the Lord was
sending his rain for that cause
I had to stay home.
But I know the rural preachers
sure hated that. Because they
failed to get their grocery but I
got mine on Saturday. Now the
Lord is doing his Work. The Lord
has blessed .me with a good crop.
I am now picking on my fifth

•

ig at a

WE MAKE

5.

YOUR
OLD RADIO
SING
LIKE NEW
A l'reduet of Crnrral Ifotors

Don't load your set in the car
and take a chance of doing
more damage. Just give us a
ring and we'll come out . . .
and bring it to our wellequipped shop, promptly!

e'• loado of
rmarh mom to ride in a Ponliac—iher
are wide for ram entramm
bead- and !ea-room. the doom
comfortabk.
and
mmmill
la
mile
d rail. l.ve,

;t • l e:

BURKS PONTIAC COMPANY
4th and Depot Sts.

Fulton, Ky.

bulb snatching in your
home fyou keep a stock of spare
bulbs on hand. Get your supply from
your dealer today.
OU Cd/1 stop

Phone 401 For
Radio Maintenance

Ii4nla'S MORE COMFORT IN A PONTIAC!

for safety in danger
eye-saving light when you cook, read, sew
or study, fill empty sockets with proper
size light bulbs.

Y

Here's Where the Best Begins!
afirr thry've had a good look at a 1949
MOM people look no further
that the be.t begins herr!
Pontiac— iht
all its
th a "Silver Streak- personality
Ilere is the is,: •,, tic.itity—wi
performance—thanks to Potitiac's great
in
oro
1
the
i.
own. Here
Hite is the ben in comfort, luxurious
engines. straight eight or
t..
appnimmen
and
detail
economy—a sensible price to begin with
And here is the /tett in real
of wiling out miles and miles and
record
Pontiac
and the famous
senicitig.
rontine
only
toilet. with
showreotri—come in and see!
The best begins right in our

spare bulb. Are you?
Teddy's ready with aareas,
for plenty of

"Yes" for Constitutional AmendHELP KENTUCKY! Vote
Your "yes" vote means
Election.
General
8th
ment No. 2 in the November
dtizens ... improved
mentally
better care for Kentucky's tuberculous and
More good roads.
public health service ... better schools for your drildren ...

CITY ELECTRIC
And Tire Company
205 Commercial Ave.

KENTUCKY

UTILITIES COMPANY
t at rOSIO

Page r
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. I
Fulton, Route 1, Jamie Stallins
Mrs. Sharpe Installed As ceeds Mrs. Charles Dixon
has resigned.
of Fulton, Mrs. Jesse Jeffress, '
""
Pres. of VFW Auxiliary
Route 1, Fulton, and Walton
Attending the meeting held last
Stallins. Fulton, and one sister,
my, Johnny Sharpe, popular week-end were Mrs. Adelle GerMrs. Lou Bondurant. Fifteen
young matron has been installed i ring, State Department President
grandchildren and four great
as president of the Auxiliary to : of Louisville, five ladies from I The remains of Mrs. Zocie grandchildren also surv,ive.
the Veterans of Foreign Wars. , the Paducah chapter including Holmes were returned to Fulton
Ralph Routon, Sr., of Paducah
Mrs. Sharpe who has been serv- ' the president, Mrs. Cashon and Sunday afternoon after her death
at the home of her daughter, Mrs conducted the service, assisted
ing as Junior Vice-president sue- 10 local members.
011ie Taylor, in Akron, Ohio. by V. A. Harriman and Ray
Services were held at the Knob Hann. Interment by the Whitnel
Creek Church of Christ Monday Funeral Home was in the church
afternoon at two o'clock. Mrs. cemetery.
Holmes was a life long resident
of Dukedom until she moved away several months ago.
Burial was in Penigar Cemetery with Bro. Connie Strout in
charge of the impressive burial
services. She was a devout memThe pages of memory will be
ber of the Knob Creek Church.
She leaves a son, Reed Holmes turned back on Saturday when
of Dukedom; two daughters, the remains of Charlie Fowler,
Mrs. Taylor of Akron, and Mrs. a real Fulton "old-timer" will
Johnnie Harwood, of Fulton, be brought back to the city for
Route 5; brothers, Etney, Fon, burial. Mr. Charlie, as folks reJack and Ted Wiley of Duke- membered him, was one Of the
dom, and Tuey Wiley of Louis- town's beau brummels and was
ville; and a sister, Mrs. Ludie always immaculuate in the very
fine clothes, which he wore with
Murphy of Dukedom.
distinction. He always had the
finest rig in town and people
will remember him with fondness.

MRS HOLMES IS
BURIED MONDAY

Claussner Kleer-Sheer
Pylon hosiery, in beautifully blended, mellow
tones,adds a touch of genius
to your smart, new fall
wardrobe.
15 Denier, Sizes 8-11
Short, Medium, Long

Roberts Store
422 LAKE ST.

FULTON, KY.

A last tribute of love and respect was paid to Mrs. Susie Stallins, beloved wife of Tom Stallins, on Monday morning when
funeral services were held at 11
o'clock at the Union Church. The
deceased died at Haws Hospital
last Saturday night after a lingering illness.
Mrs. Stallins was born December 9, 1876 in Fulton County and
',vas the daughter of J. Arch
Roper
and Elizabeth Burns
Roper. She spent her entire life
in Fulton County, and for the
past fifteen years has been a
resident of Crutchfield. She was
married to Tom Stallins, December 25, 1901.

The Pref
Reading li
Ken-Tenn

McDADE FURNITURE COMPANY

CHARLIE FOWLER
IS BURIED HERE

SERVICES HELD FOR
MRS. SUSIE STALLINS
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Mr. Fowler was born August
30, 1863, the son of the late Mr.
and_ Mrs. Tom Fowler, pioneer
citizens of :fulton. He was a
member of the Fulton City Council for several terms and was prominently identified with the
town's growth for forty years.
He -leaves one brother, George
Fowler and a nephew, klarry
Fowler of New Mexico and several Felatives of this community.
Mr. and Mrs. George Fowler
will accompany the remains
here and are expected to arrive
in Fulton early Saturday morning. The body will be at the
Whitnel Funeral Home and funeral services will be held Sunday afternoon, with interment in ,
Fairview Cemetery.

MOVING SALE
We are preparing to move to our new location in the near future . . . and we have arranged this sale to reduce our large
stocks of fine furniture and furnishings.

Dr. Elvis Stahr,
University of Ker
School, Lexington,
Hickman at the grat
ditorium on Tuesday
at 7:30 p.m. It was
day.
Dr. Stahr at the i
his present capacity
the Law School is t
fully appointed deal
credited law school
All of which pro
other things, that sti
the case of Stahr, it
him practically evei
honor oftered at MI

LIVIWo ROOM SUITES
Reg. $149.95 Velour

Regularly $115.00

90.95
()ther suites, regularly priced
$199.95, reduced acsordingly.

to

Other suites, regularly priced
S299.95. at substantial reductions.

to

Besides her husband, she leaves
six children, Bernie Stallins of Mrs. Gene Eaton and Mrs. HowRoute 1, Fulton, Eurie Stallins, ell Jones were shopping in MayCrutchfield, Mrs. Dixie Walker, field Monday. .

SAVE!
5-Burners
Upright

Rugs
9x12

12x12

Oven

12x15

KEROSENE COOK STOVE

Black or Brown
Calfskin

Bewttching Black Suede

$8.95

SAVE ON SHAG RUGS!

Brown or Black, Calf

Upholstered
Seat & Back

3-Way
Blubs)

FLOOR LAMPS
9-WAY

You'll adore this new button
Look In Brown Soft Kid
Or Black Soft Suede

Classic Comfort
In Soft, Black Suede.

Pull-UP

CHAIRS AND ROCKERS

Our Entire Stock Is Reduced To Move
Luxurious Black Suede,
Soft as a Kitten

This Warm, Soft Suede
In Brown and Black

Drop in today ...you'll find new styles

Pictures

Vanity Lamps

Pin-Up Lamps

Cocktail Tables

Mirrors

Strollers

Phone Sets

Card Tables

Table Lamps

Baby Jumpers

Odd Divans

Odd Chairs

Smokers

Doll Buggies

Elec. Appliances Platform Rockers

End Tables

Wool Throw Rugs Kitchen Stools

and colors to complement your new Fall
wardrobe. You've never seen such
beautiful shoes so reasonably priced:

Wall Cabinets

B3se

Cabinets

Ironing Boards

Kitchen Cabinets

As Seen in the fashion pages of CHARM, COSMOPOLJT
AN,
REDBOOK AND TODAY'S WOMAN.
Widths AA id C in stock

Roberts Store
i?.? LAKE ST.

FULTON, KY.

Another of Our Gay Patterns
In Suede or Soft Kid.

$6.95

Dean Vele J. Sti
School, his home, an,
versity of Kentucky,
was graduated in 19
gained him a Rhodes
to Oxford University.
Herman L. Donovan
of U.K. probably sumr
situation perfectly' wh
nutting his namq,, to
of Trustees as reA, des
"His (Stahr'sYcaree
dent in publitichool, 1
ea-7. —ff

NELL SPEIGHT
CHOSEN OUEEI

24x36, $2.98. 24x48, A.95. 34'54, $7.45

$7.95

(Three

Frnoky Black Suede
A.4 Red Kid Leather

Rare Tre
When Si

Dean of Uni
Is You
Select

SAVE!
INOLEUM

Sr.-nky Suede Leather
Grey et: rIlack

Volume Eigh

FREE DELIVEPY
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By Bettie Lou Bit
Miss Nell Spelght
chosen Football Queei
1949 football squad for
coming game with T
Tenn., Friday night.
The FHS Band will
parade through tow'
night. Miss Nell Spelgl
attendants Misses Cissy
Betty Gordon,
Virg:
rest and Patsy' Merry
follow the band. Man
tive cars will also be i
rade.
The band will march
orial Stadium and out
field for the crowning
Queen. The band will
school Alma Mater w
captain of the squad cr
queen. Miss Speight wi
on the field for the enti
The band will play d
game and will perform
field at the half-time.
HOAIEMAKERS TO
The Palestine Hoz
Club will hold their
monthly meeting on Fr
21, at 10 a. m. at the Cr
Centn.
A pot-luck lunch will
at the noon hour.
MRS. SADIE KE
Services were held at :
day afternoon at the W
som Funeral Home in U
for Mrs. Sadie Kerr c
Fulton, who died in th
Hospital about midnigh
aftc.r a long illness. Bi
in the Almo Cemetery n
Tenn. She 'was 75 and
member of her immecK
ly.
MRS. COLEMAN I
A message has been
here of the death of I
Johnson Coleman of I
who has been visiting
sons in St. Louis. Mrs.
died at 4 Tuesday after
a St. Louis hospital.
The body arrived in I
2:40 Thursday afternoo
ices will be held at Kra
Friday at 11 a.m. with
H. H. Royster officiatins
will be in Pinegar Ceme
Mrs. Coleman leaves t
Amos and Herbert Johi
St. Louis; and two broth,
Hainline and J. F. Hainl
of Fulton.

